


The Indian Mathematics Consortium

Convergence, the logo of The Indian Mathematics Consortium
(TIMC), captures the spirit behind the formation of the
Consortium. The inward journey of the various hues towards
the centre represents the convergence of the goals of the
constituent mathematical societies of the Consortium, a
shared aspiration to advance the cause of mathematics and
allied disciplines in India.

vision To help cultivate enthusiasm for mathematics in students and faculty all over India by exposing
them to emerging mathematical ideas. This would help them take part in research that transcends
traditional academic disciplines, and contribute to an ever-expanding body of knowledge in a
globally competitive manner.

aims
• To bring together all mathematical societies and bodies in India under a single umbrella
organization, through voluntary acceptance of membership under its fold, in order to

– encourage regular participation in joint regional programs,
– promote the development of strong collaborative networks between its constituent
societies,

– present a single front to engage with similar mathematical societies the world over.

• To introducemodernmathematics curricula to train students and teachers at schools, colleges
and universities, as well as active researchers, in a manner that emphasizes the significance
and the foundational nature of mathematics. Pure Mathematics, Applicable Mathematics,
Mathematical Statistics, Mathematical Physics, Theoretical Computer Science, Engineering
Mathematics, Industrial Mathematics, History of Mathematics are focus areas, but do not limit
or exhaust the possibilities.

goals
• To identify experts across the country to train and equip teachers with the skills and resource
materials needed for a new curriculum that uses modern pedagogical tools, open source
knowledge databases, and hands-on interactive techniques.

• To publish and print high quality peer-reviewed articles that are designed to better disseminate
knowledge via dedicated publications.

• To periodically revise curricula based on inputs from all stakeholders in mathematics
education and research. This will be accomplished by setting up industry-academia partnerships,
organizing interactive regional workshops for students and teachers, and topic-wise discussion
meetings, which will help generate opportune improvisations to existing curricula at all levels.

• To evolve an all-inclusive library database, both print and online, that can provide access to
an exhaustive collection of mathematical books, periodicals and journals.

• To organize meetings with other mathematical societies in the form of:

– one international conference along the lines of the International Congress of Mathematicians
every four years,

– an annual conference hosted by one of TIMC’s constituent organizations,
– regional programs and conferences to meet the Consortium’s training and pedagogical
goals.

The above vision of TIMC brings together enthusiasts and researchers united by a love and
appreciation for mathematics under a single umbrella, embodied in the convergence of the logo.
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From the Editors
Bhāvanā, a quarterly magazine of mathematical ideas, is
India’s firstmathematics publication for a general audience.

Mathematics is more than the dry textbook exercises
students at various levels in India, beginning from

school, aremade to solve.What ismissing in high school and
college curricula is the excitement ofmathematical research.
Students, and the public, interested in mathematics, who
wish to read something other than jargon-filled academic
material, have nowhere to turn to. Whereas other countries
have long had mathematics publications that serve the
curious, the interested, and the cognoscenti, Bhāvanā is the
first such initiative in India.

Bhāvanā is also the flagship publication of The Indian
Mathematics Consortium, or TIMC, and an integral part of
TIMC’s goal of bringing the various mathematical societies
in India, working towards a common goal, under an
overarchingumbrella organization.This spirit andvision,we
believe, is reflected in the articles in this inaugural issue of
Bhāvanā. And the underlying theme of this issue is Srinivasa
Ramanujan.

Of themanyworks on Ramanujan, none is better-known
thanThe Man Who Knew InfinitybyRobertKanigel. It has been
translated into more than a dozen, including seven Indian,
languages and inspired the recent Hollywood movie of the
same title. It also inspired us to talk toKanigel about his book
and the movie.

One of the associate producers of the movie, and
its mathematics consultant, was the mathematician Ken
Ono. In his recently published autobiography My Search for
Ramanujan: How I Learned to Count, Ono recounts how both
he and his father, Takashi Ono, have been inspired at crucial
points in their lives by Ramanujan. For KenOno, Ramanujan
has been a guiding influence in his mathematical work too.
We talked to him to find out more.

There are many stories about Ramanujan’s powerful
intuition, and the deep inspiration provided by his work is
very much alive in contemporary research, as Ono’s work
shows.ButRamanujan’s presence is felt inunexpectedplaces
too. One such thread is the subject of the article “Ramanujan:
ThePatronSaint ofπ Explorers’’. Another story, appearing in
Kanigel’s book, is about an intriguing puzzle that appeared
in the December 1914 issue of The Strand Magazine, a
popular generalmagazine in early twentieth century Britain.
Ramanujan solved this puzzle using continued fractions,
an elegant mathematical tool. This tale, and a solution that
uses continued fractions, appears in the article “Timeless
Geniuses, Celestial Clocks and Continued Fractions’’.

Such expository articles about exciting and intriguing
mathematics, written in a manner accessible to
undergraduate or motivated high school students, will be a
feature of Bhāvanā. In this, we will draw inspiration from
tomes such as The Princeton Companion to Mathematics. As

Amritanshu Prasad writes in his review, this book makes
a vast body of state-of-the-art mathematical knowledge
accessible to a college student interested in mathematics.

We must remember, however, that there was more
to Indian mathematics in the twentieth century than
Ramanujan, as the late Raghavan Narasimhan tells us in
the article “The Coming of Age of Mathematics in India”,
reprinted in Bhāvanā with kind permission from Springer.
We will, in future issues, elaborate on some of the leads
suggested by this article.

Now, if you’re wondering why this magazine is called
Bhāvanā, turn to the article “The bhāvanā in Mathematics’’.
Amartya Kumar Dutta explains the mathematical
significance of the word bhāvanā, a composition law
enunciated by Brahmagupta. This article also connects
bhāvanā with a celebrated work of Manjul Bhargava, who
was awarded the Fields Medal in 2014.

Writing on historical aspects, and bringing in new
insights, is a delicate path to tread. Even a well-informed
mathematician may find writing original mathematical
findings an easier task. A story from the life of the Russian
mathematician Andrei Kolmogorov would be appropriate to
recall in this context. While studying at Moscow University,
Kolmogorov was interested in mathematics as well as
Russian history. When he presented his first piece of
research on Russian history, his teacher is said to have told
him: “You have supplied one proof of your thesis, and in
the mathematics that you study this would perhaps suffice,
but we historians prefer to have at least ten proofs.” This
anecdote, notes the obituary* of Kolmogorov in which this
story is recounted, “is usually told as a joke, but to those who
know something of the limitations of such archives it will
seem a fair comment.”

We do hope, however, that one issue of Bhāvanā will be
enough to convince you to keep reading it.

Weare excited toplace this inaugural issuebefore you, an
effort that has been in the works since August 2015. We are
grateful to reviewers from across the world, whose time and
expertise we have drawn on. Apart from the print copy you
hold in your hands, Bhāvanā is freely available online as well,
at http://bhavana.timc.org.in. Please do tell us your
impressions by e-mailing us at bhavana.ce@timc.org.in.
We welcome your contributions to Bhāvanā, whether as a
writer, reviewer, or reader with valuable feedback.

Talking about feedback, let us leave you with a small
exercise—after all, what is appreciating mathematics from
close without actually engaging with it? The exercise: 2016 is
a triangular number. Find the corresponding basic number
n. �

* Andrei Nikolaevich Kolmogorov (1903–1987), Bull. London Math. Soc. (1990) 22 (1): 31–100, doi: 10.1112/blms/22.1.31
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Truth via Beauty
Ken Ono in Conversation
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Ken Ono, a Professor of Mathematics at Emory University, USA, is
a number theorist well-known for his work on the theory of integer
partitions and modular forms. His work, and life, has been profoundly
influenced by Srinivasa Ramanujan.

Ono is an Associate Producer of the movie The Man Who Knew Infinity.
His autobiographical book My Search for Ramanujan: How I Learned to
Count, co-authored with Amir Aczel, was released in 2016.

In September 2016, the contributing editors of Bhāvanā interviewedOno
over e-mail.
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in conversation

From your earliest memories, was
there anything that led you to
believe that mathematics was fun,
that it was doable? Or did you
develop an interest only because
of your father?

Ono: My father is a mathematician,
and I think I was blessed with some
talent. Perhaps it was simply the
environment in which I was raised.
We had a chalkboard in the kitchen,
and some of my earliest memories are
of the two of us solving math problems
at the board. My father was delighted
that I seemed to be born with some
talent.
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But I didn’t love mathematics. I didn’t
think it was beautiful. As a second
grader, when I was seven or eight
years old, I simply enjoyed the fact
that my parents took delight in my
performance. However, this would
soon change.

“ I had nowhere to
hide

Did your dad’s reputation as a
first rate mathematician become
a difficult cross for you to bear at
any point, either when you were
in school, or later, as a graduate
student?

Ono: Yes. I couldn’t escape the fact that
my father had a lofty reputation. In
college I was known as Ono’s son.

When I was a student at the
University of Chicago, Professor
Walter Bailey, a distinguished number

theorist, even invited me to his home
for dinner. He did this as a favour
to my parents. Instead of finding
a friendly mentor in Bailey, I was
intimidated by the fact that I could not
enroll in mathematics courses as an
anonymous student—I had nowhere
to hide. It was a huge loss for me. I
never saw Bailey again. I avoided him
on campus. Back then I thought like a
child. Instead of making the most of
the opportunity to learn from a world-
leading mathematician like Bailey, I
preferred to avoid him like the plague,
as if my safety depended on avoiding
him.

You were mentored by your dad
as a young lad, and taught the
essence of even, surprisingly,
Fermat’s Little Theorem. That must
have been thrilling. Were there
other instances when you learned
of theorems from him that were
posed as riddles?

Ono: Yes, indeed. My father taught
me the finiteness of Gauss’ class
number this way. He taught me the
inequalities which define reduced
binary quadratic forms, which in turn
imply the finiteness. I understood
the importance of the shape of the
fundamental domain of SL(2,Z)*
before I had even heard of a group!

Could you elaborate a bit: How
did you come to understand the
importance of the shape of the
fundamental domain of SL(2,Z)
before you had even heard of a
group?

Ono: Reduced forms are defined by
inequalities on their coefficients. If you
then let y = 1, you obtain a quadratic
polynomial in x. Gauss’ constraints
dictate that the unique root of these
polynomials lies in the fundamental
domain of SL(2,Z).

As a class, don’t binary quadratic
forms include equations such as
the Brahmagupta–Pell equation?
Could you elaborate more on how
you picked up these ideas at home?

Ono: Yes, the Brahmagupta–Pell
equations offer beautiful examples
of indefinite binary quadratic forms
and the infinitude of their integer
solutions. For example, the infinitude
of the number of integer solutions to
the equation x2 − 2y2 = 1. My father
taught me about positive definite
binary quadratic forms, expressions
like x2+y2 and x2+5xy+3y2. Unlike
the Brahmagupta–Pell forms, positive
definite forms cannot represent a
single number with infinitely many
different integer points (x, y). Gauss
proved that forms with common
discriminant form a group, one which
appears to be infinite at first glance.
But it turns out that this group
is finite once one recognizes that
they lie in finitely many equivalence
classes (think changing variables).
The reduced forms are canonical
representatives for these classes.
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Ken Ono with his father, Takashi Ono,
in front of the White House just before
the ceremony during which he received
the Presidential Early Career Award in
Science and Engineering in 2000.

Who are the other people in your
life whom you would consider
your gurus, as we in India
would reverentially address one’s
mentors and teachers? What
influence did they have at crucial
junctures in your life?

Ono: I have many gurus. In college
* SeeBox 1
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in conversation

Box 1. Fundamental Domain

The concept of fundamental domain is perhaps best described, although a bit imprecisely to start with, by the following simple example.

To cover the lat loor in a large hall using regularly arranged tiles, we typically choose a particular shape for the tile, such as a square or a regular
hexagon or any other shape, and systematically arrange them row-and-column-wise without any overlaps or leaving gaps between tiles. The size
of the lat loor or the particular shape for the tiles chosen does not matter here; the hall could be as large as you want, extending indefinitely to
what ismathematically called the Euclidean plane. This is expressed in technical terms by saying that a regularly repeated shape, or the basic tiling
unit such as a square, is a fundamental domain for the Euclidean plane. That is, if there are an infinite number of square tiles of unit sides, then the
Euclidean plane can be covered by placing them sideways in both row and column directions in integer units; technically expressed, these are rigid
motions by integer units on the plane.

In modern terminology, Euclidean geometry is described by the standard notion of distance between any two points on the xy-coordinate plane.
The Euclidean distancebetween twopoints (x1, y1) and (x2, y2) is the number

√
(x1 − x2)2 + (y1 − y2)2. A straight line in the coordinate plane

is thesetofpoints (x, y) satisfying theequationy = mx+cwheremandcarefixedparameters. Similarly,x2+y2 = a2 gives thesetofpointsona
circlewithoriginas centreand radiusa. A rigidmotionby integerunits on theplane is representedbyanorderedpair (m,n)of integers thatmovesa
point (x, y) in theplane to thepoint (x+m, y+n); for instance, thepair (1, 0) represents the rigidmotion, called translation to the right, byunit1.

The significance of straight lines in Euclidean geometry is that they are the shortest paths between two points. In other words, straight line
paths realize the Euclidean distance between two points. Euclid's description of geometry of the plane starting from five basic statements called
postulates, the fi th of which is the famous parallel postulate, ignited the curiosity of generations of mathematicians. The parallel postulate states
that given a straight line l in the plane and a point p, also in the plane but not lying on l, there is exactly one straight line through p in the plane that
is parallel to l—that is, a straight line through p that nevermeets l even if extended indefinitely in either direction.

Trying to understand why the parallel postulate was necessary to describe the geometry of the Euclidean plane, mathematicians discovered
geometries very di ferent from that of Euclid a ter a long struggle of about 2000 years. One of these non-Euclidean geometries is hyperbolic
geometry, in which there are infinitelymany straight lines satisfying the parallel postulate.

A commonly used model to describe hyperbolic geometry is the upper half-plane, for which the underlying set is the set of points (x, y) in
the xy-plane with y > 0; and the hyperbolic distance between two points (x1, y1) and (x2, y2) in the upper half-plane is given by the formula
cosh−1(1+((x1−x2)

2+(y1−y2)
2)/2y1y2). Theupperhalf-planeendowedwith thisnotionofhyperbolicdistance is called theHyperbolic plane.

The analogues of the straight lines of Euclidean geometry
(or the shortest paths between two points) in this model
of hyperbolic geometry turn out to be circular arcs
perpendicular to the x-axis (half-circles whose origin is on
the x-axis) and straight vertical rays perpendicular to the x-
axis.

The set of points on the upper half-plane are also described as the set of complex numbers z = x + iy with imaginary parts ℑz > 0.
Just as ordered pairs (m,n) ∈ Z2 represent certain rigid motions of the Euclidean plane, the set SL(2,R) of 2 × 2 matrices

(
a b
c d

)
, with

a, b, c, d ∈ R, ad − bc = 1, represent rigid motions of the Hyperbolic plane. This matrix moves a point z in the upper half-plane to the point
(az + b)/(cz + d), which also lies on the upper half-plane, and preserves the hyperbolic distance between any two points in the upper half-plane.
In particular, the elements of the setSL(2,Z), where a, b, c, d are integers, are rigidmotions of theHyperbolic plane.

Just as the square tiles fill the Euclidean plane,SL(2,Z) copies of any one-shaded shape in the above figure fill all of theHyperbolic plane; in other
words, it represents a fundamental domain for SL(2,Z). Some of the beautiful art works of the Dutch artist M. C. Escher, inspired by thismodel of
hyperbolic geometry, serve to illustrate this concept graphically.
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in conversation

I had Paul Sally, the University of
Chicago “Pirate Professor”. Sally took
me under his wingwhen I needed help.
I was a troubled student for the first
three years of college. I was getting
by with a 2.7 grade point average (C
work). I was spending all of my time
at parties and racing bicycles. I did my
best to avoidmy school work. Paul Sally
rescued me before it was too late.

In 1988, I watched Letters from an
Indian Clerk, a documentary about
Ramanujan, a man I had not thought
about for four years. I wasmesmerized
by the story again, and this time I was
ready to accept the message. I applied
myself in my last year of college with
Sally’s help. He saw talent in me—
others had given up on me—and he
singlehandedly got me into top PhD
programs.
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Paul Sally

“ Paul Sally res-
cued me before it
was too late. And
Basil Gordon told
me that I first had to
learn to see beauty
in the world before
I could do creative
mathematics

In graduate school at the University
of California, Los Angeles, Basil
Gordon transformed me. He took
me on long walks on the beach. He
played Chopin nocturnes for me. He
recited poetry to me. Before we did
any mathematics, we spent months
talking about culture. He told me that
I first had to learn to see beauty in
the world before I could do creative
mathematics. Together,we readRobert
Kanigel’s book, The Man Who Knew
Infinity. Gordon suggested that I follow
Ramanujan’s mathematics. Gordon
was my guru.

British analytic number theorist
Andrew Granville was like my Hardy.
Granville groomed me right out of
graduate school. My professional
success has a lot to do with the lessons
he taught me as a new PhD.

1984 was, we hear, an important
year for you. A strange and
unplanned event led to your first
real contact with something very
Indian. Tell us what happened.

Ono: On April 7, 1984, a mysterious
letter arrived at my home in Baltimore,
Maryland. The letter was from an 80-
year-old widow. The letter thanked my
father for making a gift which helped
fund the commissioning of a bust
which honoured thememory of her late
husband, amanwho died over 60 years
earlier.

This letter brought my father
to tears. Ordinarily a stoic man, I
was struck by my father’s emotional
response. It would take me almost
20 years before I understood the
significance of the note from Janaki
Ammal, the widow of the late Srinivasa
Ramanujan. As a 16-year-old, I only
understood that my father revered
Ramanujan, a two-time college
dropout who had somehow inspired
mathematicians before his untimely
death. My takeaway was one of hope.
I learned that my father revered a
man who had not earned perfect test
scores and grades. Indeed, he held
a college dropout in high esteem. I
needed to know that it was possible to
earn parental respect without being a
perfect student. In Ramanujan I found

hope for my own life.
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Ken Ono with Basil Gordon, his PhD
advisor

Around 1997, when things seemed
to have settled down both
personally and professionally, a
much awaited moment of catharsis
involving you and your father had
yet to happen. Could you elaborate
on this event please?

Ono: In 1997, I finally learned why
my father was brought to tears by
the letter from Janaki Ammal 13 years
earlier. I learned this at the Institute
for Advanced Study, Princeton, where
I was a Member.* I reconnected my
father with the great André Weil
shortly before Weil’s death. They had
not seen each other for nearly 20 years.

My fatherwasdiscoveredbyWeil in
1955, at the Tokyo-Nikko Conference,
which is most well-known for its
role in the history of Fermat’s Last
Theorem. The conference was held in
the spirit of peace and reconciliation
after the bloody world war. The United
States hosted the conference as part
of an effort to rebuild Japan. André
Weil was one of the distinguished
mathematicians who attended the
meeting. The young Japanese students
were ready; they were hungry, not just
for knowledge but also for food. Japan
at the time had food shortages.

Inspired by the young Japanese
students,Weil delivered an impromptu
lecture one evening. He wanted
to inspire the young Japanese, for
he himself had struggled early in
his career—he had escaped as a
prisoner of war, then endured being
ignored by senior mathematicians
who did not understand the value

* A visiting researcher at IAS, Princeton, is known as aMember.
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in conversation

of his early work. That evening Weil
told the starving Japanese about a
mysterious Indian genius. He told
them about Ramanujan. There is no
wonder now that so many Japanese
mathematicians have gone on to study
mathematics inspired by Ramanujan.
They learned about Ramanujan at the
very meeting where they found their
own hope. For my father, Ramanujan
symbolized hope and represented his
own discovery as a mathematician.

In 1992, you considered seppuku,
taking your own life. In your
book, you also talk about the
mathematician Yutaka Taniyama
who did take his life. Do you
think academia is not open about
the personal difficulties that
researchers sometimes face?

Ono: Yes, we do not talk so much
about mental illness and personal
struggle. However, these problems
are very common. Earning a PhD is
hard. Proving theorems on subjects
which have confounded others is hard.
Struggling for months on a problem
can be maddening. Combined with the
very high expectations set for me by
my parents, I ended up hearing voices.
I still hear them. However, I have been
able to manage them.
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“This letter brought my father to tears. I learned
that my father revered a man who had not earned
perfect test scores and grades. For him, Ramanujan
symbolized hope and represented his own discov-
ery as a mathematician. In Ramanujan I found hope
for my own life
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in conversation

Mathematics is vast enough that
one could easily spend a lifetime
in its study without making any
new contributions to it. How and
when did you realize that you could
become a creator of mathematical
knowledge rather than just a
consumer?

Ono: Basil Gordon taught me how
to do mathematics. Of course I read
papers and books. However, if you
were to visit my home you wouldn’t
find any books. I spend over half of my
time working without the influence of
research articles, books, or the internet.
I spend a lot of time alone wondering,
withpadsof paper, about theunwritten
properties of the objects I like studying.

“ I spend a lot of
time alone won-
dering, with pads
of paper, about the
unwritten proper-
ties of the objects I
like studying

What are the kinds ofmathematical
questions that appeal to you? Do
you have a philosophical outlook
that informs your mathematical
tastes?

Ono: I like to work on problems which
seem to have beautiful solutions. I
am not very skilled with long and
complicated proofs. Instead, I enjoy
problems which turn out to have a
beautiful and crystal clear solution.

Is there a particular mathematical
work of yours that has given you a
sense of pride?

Ono: I am very fond of my work on

Ramanujan’s partition congruences. I
first learned about them on television,
and I fell in love with them at first
glance. I am very happy that I was able
to add to the theory in my work.

You have worked on the Rogers-
Ramanujan Identities,* which are
continued fractions as well. Are
these identities some kind of
a bridge between physics and
mathematics?

Ono: Yes. The Rogers-Ramanujan
identities appear in many places
in science: birth-death processes,
statistical mechanics, algebraic
geometry and, of course, number
theory. In these identities we find
pure inspiration, which in the final
analysis—if I can be so bold—has
inspired the theory of vertex operators,
Moonshine, and now is being put to
good use in string theory and the
invariants related to black holes.

In joint work with Zachary Kent
and Amanda Folsom, you have
connected partitions of a number,
which is Ramanujan territory, with
fractals, which the world started to
take note of only after computer
graphics became powerful enough
to capture their rich geometric
and topological complexity. And
this was a connection that was not
there at all before you arrived. Tell
us more about this work.

Ono: Ramanujan’s partition
congruences have informed me
in many ways. I am certain that
Ramanujan understood much more
than the congruences he proved and
conjectured. I think we simply worked
out a picture that he already had in
mind. Even when congruences do
not exist, it turns out that there are
self-similar patterns with increasing
resolution, in analogy with fractal
geometry. However, these properties
are about congruences.

That is very intriguing. Could you

elaborate more on how this idea
of attacking the partition problem
from a fractal point of view came
about?

Ono: The idea was an accident. Zach
and I went for a hike in the north
Georgia mountains. On a walk to some
waterfalls, we marvelled at the lovely
colours of the leaves on the heavily
wooded trail. I naively remarked that
the partition numbers formed our
mathematical forest, and it dawned
on us that we should try to assemble a
theorem which explained what a walk
along the partition numbers would
look like. When we formulated this
question, we naturally found what we
had been searching for.†

The number 2719 makes an
appearance in your research. It’s
interesting to note that 2719 is
a permutation of Ramanujan’s
taxicab number, 1729. Tell us about
2719, and how it played a role in
your own life as a mathematician.

Ono: I really like 2719. It turns out
that it is related to an old paper
by Ramanujan, on quadratic forms.
Ramanujan asked for a rule which
determines which odd numbers are
not of the form x2 + y2 + 10z2, where
x, y, z are integers. He raised this
problem as an example of the general
problemofdeterminingwhich integers
are represented by ternary quadratic
forms. Kannan Soundararajan
(Stanford) and I studied this problem,
and we proved—subject to the
Generalized Riemann Hypothesis—
that 2719 is the largest odd integer
which is not represented. I later found
this number etched in charcoal in
Sarangapani Temple, Ramanujan’s
family temple in Kumbakonam. The
sight of the number was thrilling. It
seemed like Ramanujan was sending
me a message.

While reviewing‡ your Annals
of Mathematics paper§ on the
partition function in 2000, Bruce

* SeeBox 2
† SeeBox 3
‡ Bruce C. Berndt,MR1745012 (2000k:11115)
§ KenOno, Distribution of the Partition FunctionModulom. Ann. ofMath. (2) 151 (2000), no. 1, 293–307. DOI: 10.2307/121118
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Box 2. Rogers-Ramanujan Identities

The Rogers-Ramanujan continued fraction is defined as

R(q) =
q1/5

1 +
q

1 +
q2

1 +
. . .

where q can be a real or complex number. This fraction emerges in the study of hypergeometric series, which are a type of power series. It represents
the ratio of two hypergeometric series that appear in the Rogers-Ramanujan Identities. G.H. Hardy, in one of his lectures on Ramanujan's work,
opined that Ramanujan's investigations into hypergeometric series and continued fractions “suited him exactly, and here he was unquestionably
one of the greatmasters“.

This continued fraction has seeped into diverse areas of science over the years. One recent example is borne out through the work of P.R.
Parthasarathy and R.B. Lenin at the Indian Institute of Technology,Madras, alongwithW. Schoutens andW. VanAssche at theUniversity of Leuven,
Belgium, in 1998. They showed that the Rogers-Ramanujan continued fraction provides a convenient way of understanding the dynamics of queue
formation.

Being in a queue is a ritual we all engage in daily. There are obvious physical queues like tra fic on a road, and there are more subtle queues, such
as whenwe search Google andwait a fraction of a secondwhile their servers respond tomillions of other search queriesmade before ours. In these
cases, howmuch time will be spent in the queue, or how quickly the queue will growwith time, are some of the important questions addressed by
queueing theory.

Many factors determine the dynamics of the length of a queue, two of which are the arrival rate and the service rate at the queue. These are the
rates at which new members join and leave the queue, respectively. In a queueing model, one first chooses appropriate arrival and service rates,
along with other parameters of the queueing system. Then, one typically calculates the probability that a queue which initially hasmmembers in
it will grow or shrink tonmembers a ter t units of time. This probability, denoted pmn(t), emerges as the solution of a set of di ferential equations
known as the Chapman-Kolmogorov equations.

Once this probability is calculated, many other quantities of interest about a queue can be easily found, such as the average time the i-th member
of a queue will have to wait to be served. pmn(t) is relatively easy to compute when the arrival and service rates are independent of queue length.
Suchmodels approximate the dynamics of some real world queues quite well, such as the queue of waiting phone calls at a call centre. However, in
modelswhere the arrival or service rates dependonqueue length, computing this probability becomesa lot trickier and involvesmore sophisticated
techniques.

Parthasarathy and collaborators discovered a queueing model that is intimately connected to the Rogers-Ramanujan continued fraction. This is a
queue whereλn + µn = 1 and λn−1µn = qn, where 0 ≤ q ≤ 0.576148 . . . , withλn andµn representing the arrival and service rates of the
queue when it has nmembers in it. For this queue, it can be shown that λn increases with n and, consequently, µn decreases with n. The authors
refer to this queue as the “more-the-merrier” queue, where the probability that a newmember joins it increases with the queue length, while that
of a member leaving decreases with the queue length. Such behaviour can be seen, for example, when a crowd of onlookers quickly grows in size
because each person feels there is something “interesting” taking place and joins the crowd, whichmakes it evenmore likely for another person to
join, and less likely for someone to leave.

The authors showed that with such a process, the Laplace transform of p00(t) ≡ p0(t) defined as f0(s) =
∫∞
0

p0(t)e
−stdt, is

f0(s) =
1

s+ 1−
q

s+ 1−
q2

s+ 1−
. . .

,

which is theRogers-Ramanujancontinued fractionwhens = 0.Here,p0(t) is theprobability thatnoone is in thequeuea ter time t. Theprobability
thatn people are in the queue a ter time t can then be approximated by considering convergents of f0(s).
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Box 3. Bridges between Islands

Ono'sWork onPartition Congruences

The partition function p(n) of a natural number n gives the number of distinct ways in which n can be expressed as the sum of smaller positive
integers. Asn varies, p(n) also varies.When Ramanujan started looking at themysteries underlying partitions, he uncovered unexpected relations
that connected p(n) to the world of primes. He observed that no matter how large p(n) became with increasing n, the following relations, now
known as Ramanujan's partition congruences, always held:

p(5n+ 4) ≡ 0 (mod 5),

p(7n+ 5) ≡ 0 (mod 7), and
p(11n+ 6) ≡ 0 (mod 11).

The key point here is the presence of the prime numbers 5, 7 and 11 in the relations above. Ramanujan initially o fered no proof of the above
statements. But he was urged and prodded on by Hardy to provide a proof of his conjectures on the Prime Number Theorem, which led to the duo
inventing the circlemethod. This invention was seen as a tool meant to not just prove Ramanujan's statement, but also help prise out the structure
that lay hidden behind what Ramanujan believed were his divinely inspired mathematical insights into the allied question of the partitions of a
number. This synthesis, the result of the con luence of Ramanujan's famed intuition and Hardy's insistence on rigour and proof, finally manifested
in a clearly laid out logical framework, andwas founded on ideas involving the so-called contour integral from complex analysis.

In the mid-eighteenth century, Euler had discovered a way to calculate p(n). But as n becomes large, this method becomes intractable. The circle
method of Hardy and Ramanujan, however, could be used to reliably estimate partitions of numbers much larger than was possible using Euler's
method. In 1937, the German-Americanmathematician Hans Rademacher discovered a new formula that, while based on the ideas of Ramanujan
and Hardy, was, in Ono's words, “a crazy infinite sum of perfectly good integers”. The adjective “crazy” is apt because the formula, expressed as a
series approximation, lies in the face of what is expected of the successive terms of a convergent series. Each successive term in a convergent series
ought to take a function closer to its final value. But in the formula that Rademacher discovered, the successive terms luctuate wildly, putting the
very idea of convergence under a cloud. This luctuationwas an anomaly, and had to be either explained away, or justified and retained.
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Ono and Zachary Kent wondered what it would be like to
trace out a walk along the successive terms of the sequence
in Rademacher’s formula—what pattern would such a walk
result in? In an acclaimed original insight, they realized that
such a walk would be a fractal, a self-similar object.

A fractal is a geometric object that is composed ofmany scaled copies of one basic shape, so that any locally observed part of the object is an exactly
scaled replica of the original basic shape itself. Rademacher's terms were hard to comprehend because they were not smooth, and had a lot of
intrinsic jaggedness and luctuations. Ono and Kent had found that the patterns in the physical forest surrounding them were suddenly mirrored
in a completely di ferent abstract space. A bridge connecting two faraway islands had been literally dreamt into existence.

This episode brings to mind what John Milnor, who was awarded the Fields Medal in 1962 and the Abel Prize in 2011, said he loves the most about
the study of mathematics: its “anarchy”. “There is nomathematical czar,” Milnor said, “who tells us which direction wemust work in, what wemust
be doing.”
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Berndt had these glowing words
to say: “The theorems in the
author’s paper represent the
most exciting and significant
work on congruences for the
ordinary partition function since
the inaugural conjectures of
Ramanujan in 1919.”

Could you explain, in the
simplest terms possible, why this
work is seen as a landmark result,
coming as it did nearly eight
decades after Ramanujan’s original
work?

Ono: Ramanujan’s congruences for the
partition function only involved the
primes 5, 7 and 11. My work involved
every prime greater than or equal to 5.

Amir Aczel, with whom you
wrote your book My Search for
Ramanujan, was a prolific author of
popular mathematics books. Sadly,
he died last year, before your book
could be published. What was the
nature of your collaboration on
this book? Was the book complete
at the time of his death?

Ono: Amir was a good friend. I got
to know Amir because of the articles
and books he wrote on mathematics.
In 2014, he wrote a story for Discover
about my joint work on the Rogers-
Ramanujan identities. He learned
about my personal story, and wanted
us to write a book. I didn’t agree at
first, but over time I came to see the
project as an opportunity to help young
students who might benefit from
hearing about my path.

The book was nearly finished when
he died. Amir was a kind and loving
manwhodidawonderful jobof sharing
mathematics and science with the
world through his writing.

Tell us about the Spirit of
Ramanujan Math Talent Initiative.
We read that you’ve already found
a worthy young student to support
through this initiative. How do
you plan to nurture such talents
through this programme? How
would it accommodate talented
people regardless of their age or
qualifications?

Ono: The idea of Ramanujan is that
talent is often found in the most
unpromising of circumstances. This
talent must be discovered and then
nurtured. The Spirit of Ramanujan
Global Mathematics Initiative is a search
for talent in the world. Thanks to
the support of the Templeton World
Charity Foundation, we are offering
fellowships and travel support for
exceptionally talented undiscovered
students.

Details can be found at
http://www.mathcs.emory.edu/
ono/spirit.html

Your students and mentees range
from an athlete who at one
time represented your country in
the Olympics, to a professional
songwriter who discovered a love
for math when he was in his late
thirties. Do you see kindred spirits
in them when they come to you?

Ono: I have been blessed with
an unusual collection of students.
Perhaps mathematicians are naturally
interesting people. I have never met a
mathematician whom I did not find
to be very interesting. I am drawn
to students who have passion, and I
am really interested in students who
have multiple interests. I love all of my
students. Having students is one of the
best benefits one could ever ask for in
any job.

What advice would you give to
those who find themselves in the
position you did decades ago
struggling to meet expectations,
both external and internal, and
feeling lost?

Ono: Oh boy. I am not sure where
to start! My first thought is that life
is long. Have faith that you won’t be
thinking about present problems a few
years from now. At the end of the day,
one should choose to follow a life path
which does not lead to regret. Will you
care about your grades fromyour death
bed? Not a chance.

Choose to follow your passion. If
you don’t have a passion, then find one.
You only have one life, so live onewhich
is true to yourself.

You have said in your book that
”Searching for Ramanujan is my
calling and it is my life’s purpose.”
However, in another place in the
book, you talk of the 2003 war in
Iraq which triggered a spiritual
awakening in you. While one is
clearly mathematical, the other is
difficult to define in precise terms.
Can the two be reconciled, and if
so, have you seen any common
meeting points between them?

Ono:When I was young, I thought like
a child. When I was in college, I still
thought like a child. In fact, I thought
like a childwell intomy 30s. I think that
this is not uncommon.We live in an era
where our young are taught to pursue
and chase a life based on numbers—
good grades, high test scores, highly
ranked schools, high salaries, and so
on. This isn’t living. Moreover, this
mindless pursuit ignores the fact that
we are all part of something much
larger than ourselves. It takes time to
reflect on our own individual roles, and
I don’t see how one can do so properly
without some sort of spirituality. In
this regard, to each his or her own.

In mathematics, progress often
involves flights of fancy. Just like
Ramanujan gave credit to goddess
Namagiri for his ideas, I believe that all
great ideas are flashes of insight that
are divine. Whether one believes that
such flashes canbegifts fromagoddess
is not an important point to me. What
is important is my strong belief that
they are indeed divine, something
heavenly. �

“We live in an era
where our young
are taught to pur-
sue a life based
on numbers—
good grades, high
test scores, highly
ranked schools,
high salaries. This
isn’t living
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The bhāvanā inMathematics
by amartya kumar dutta

The Sanskrit word bhāvanā was used by
ancient Indian algebraists to name a principle of “composition” introduced by
Brahmagupta (born in 598 ce) way back in the seventh century.

In mathematics, a law of composition combines (i.e.,
“composes”) two mathematical objects of a certain type to
produce a third object of the same type; for instance, it may
combine two solutions of a given equation to generate a third
solution of the equation, or it may combine two polynomial
expressions of a particular form to yield another expression
of the same form.

Brahmagupta is the first known mathematician to state
(in 628) a non-trivial principle of composition. For any
arbitrary N , Brahmagupta’s composition law [equation
(1)] shows how to combine two solutions of the equation
Nx2 + z = y2 to produce a third solution. In particular,
it combines two expressions of the form y1

2 − Nx1
2 and

y2
2 − Nx2

2 to get a third expression y3
2 − Nx3

2. The
precise identity that one gets [equation (3)] is now called
“Brahmagupta’s identity”.

In Europe, Brahmagupta’s identity would reappear in
the works of L. Euler during the eighteenth century. Euler
called the identity theorema eximium (a theorem of capital
importance) and theorema elegantissimum (a most elegant
theorem). While this specific identity on the important
binary quadratic form y2 − Nx2 is now a basic result in
number theory, the real greatness of Brahmagupta’s bhāvanā
lies in its manifesting the very principle of composition in
mathematics, a principle that pervades the whole of modern
algebra and number theory. But, as is the case with many
outstanding mathematical discoveries in ancient India, this
master stroke of Brahmagupta and its significance have not
always been adequately highlighted in accounts on history of
mathematics.

A subsequent major landmark in number theory is
Gauss’s composition law (1801) on binary quadratic forms
ax2 + bxy + cy2 having a given discriminant D (= b2 −
4ac), a generalisation of Brahmagupta’s identity. Around
the beginning of the present century, Manjul Bhargava
(recipient of the Fields Medal in 2014) stunned the world
of mathematics by his discovery of new “composition laws”.
His Ph.D. thesis (2001) presented a simplification and far-
reaching generalisations of Gauss’s law.

In this article, we shall describe the statement and a
few applications of the bhāvanā, discuss some aspects of
the significance of the bhāvanā in mathematics, and briefly

trace the evolution of composition laws from Brahmagupta
to Bhargava. Amore detailed exposition is being prepared in
[1].

Brahmagupta’s bhāvanā on the varga-
prakṛti
The great achievements of ancient Indian mathematicians
include their ingeniousmethods for finding integer solutions
of equations. In the chapterGaṇita of his treatise Āryabhaṭīya
(499 ce), Āryabhaṭa describes a method (subsequently called
kuṭṭaka) for solving, in integers, the linear indeterminate
equation ay − bx = c with integer coefficients a, b, c. In
the chapter Kuṭṭakādhyāyaḥ of his magnum opus Brāhma-
sphuṭa-siddhānta (628), Brahmagupta takes up the much
harder problem of finding positive integer solutions to the
quadratic indeterminate equation Nx2 + 1 = y2 for a
fixed positive integerN . The equation was later called “Pell’s
equation” in modern Europe. Since Brahmagupta is the
first mathematician to investigate this important equation
in a general framework, the equation is nowadays being
renamed as the Brahmagupta–Pell equation.

It is in the context of this specific equationNx2+1 = y2

that Brahmagupta formulates his composition law on the
space of the (undetermined) solutions of the more general
equation Nx2 + z = y2. Such equations were called varga-
prakṛti (square-nature) in ancient India, a fitting name as
the problem involves finding a square x2 whose product
with a given non-squareN would again become a square y2

after adding (a small integer) z, preferably 1. Brahmagupta’s
bhāvanā combines two solutions (x1, y1, z1) and (x2, y2, z2)
of the varga-prakṛti Nx2+z = y2 to produce a third solution
(x3, y3, z3), given by x3 = x1y2 + x2y1, y3 = Nx1x2 +
y1y2 and z3 = z1z2. Using the notation (m,n; c) for three
numbers satisfyingNm2+c = n2 and⊙ for the composition
operation, Brahmagupta’s law takes the form

(x1, y1; z1)⊙ (x2, y2; z2) =

(x1y2 + x2y1, Nx1x2 + y1y2; z1z2). (1)

The technical power of Brahmagupta’s law can be seen from
the ease with which it provides a two-step integer solution to
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Box 1. Application of bhāvanā: The Case N = 92

Example (Brahmagupta). Solve, in integers, the equation92x2 + 1 = y2.

Solution. Theperfect squarenearest to92 is102. This gives, fromthe relation92×12+8 = 102, a natural triple (1, 10; 8). ApplyingBrahmagupta's
bhāvanā on this starting triple, we get

(1, 10; 8)⊙ (1, 10; 8) = (20, 192; 82).

Dividing the consequent identity 92× 202 + 82 = 1922 by 82, one obtains the triple ( 5
2
, 24; 1). Now(

5

2
, 24; 1

)
⊙

(
5

2
, 24; 1

)
= (120, 1151; 1),

an integer triple. Thus, a solution to 92x2 + 1 = y2 is given byx = 120 and y = 1151.

Note how Brahmagupta's idea of playing with solutions of the more general equation 92x2 + z = y2 helps in obtaining a solution of the specific
equation 92x2 + 1 = y2.

The thrill that Brahmagupta must have felt regarding bhāvanā can be imagined from a phrase he uses a ter stating the above problem:
kurvannāvatsarād gaṇakaḥ , “Onewho can solve it within a year [is truly a]mathematician.”

Box 2. Did Ramanujan use bhāvanā?
The article by Sudhir Rao in this issue (page 20) recalls a puzzle from The Strand Magazine which was mentioned by P.C. Mahalanobis to S.
Ramanujan. To the surprise of Mahalanobis, Ramanujan gave the correct answer promptly and indicated that he obtained the solution through
“continued fractions”— see Rao's article for details.

The puzzle reduces to finding positive integersx, y such that

2x2 + 1 = y2 with 101 ≤ y ≤ 1001.

Note that 2 · 22 + 1 = 32. Therefore, applying the bhāvanā [equation (2)] forN = 2 twice on the initial solution (2, 3), we get immediately that
(2, 3)⊙ (2, 3) = (12, 17) and (12, 17)⊙ (12, 17) = (408, 577).

Thus, x = 408, y = 577 satisfies 2x2 + 1 = y2 under the given constraint, and readily gives the solution to the original puzzle. The fractions
3
2
, 17
12

and 577
408

are respectively the second, fourth and eighth convergents of the continued fraction expansion of
√
2. Howdid Ramanujan arrive at

the convergent 577
408

so fast? Did he use bhāvanā?

As discussed in Rao's article, being a convergent in the continued fraction expansion of
√
2, the solution (408, 577) of 2x2 + 1 = y2 gives a very

good rational approximation 577
408

(= 1.414215 . . .) of
√
2 (= 1.414213 . . .), the best among all fractions whose denominators do not exceed

408. This approximation (matching the correct value up to 5 decimal places, 1.41421) was used by Vedic savants in a distant past and recorded by
Baudhāyana (800 BCE or earlier) and other authors of the Śulba-sūtras.

The solution (408, 577) of 2x2 + 1 = y2 appears to connect three great mathematicians from three di ferent phases of Indian history (Vedic,
Classical andmodern).

Box 3. Application of bhāvanā: A Theorem of Brahmagupta

Theorem (Brahmagupta). If Np2 − 4 = q2, then x = pqr and y = (q2 + 2)(r − 1) satisfy the equation Nx2 + 1 = y2, where
r = 1

2
(q2 + 3)(q2 + 1).

The proof can be obtained by repeated application of the bhāvanā on the given triple (p, q;−4) and making necessary simplifications and
adjustments; it is le t as an exercise to the reader.

Example: ForN = 13, from the relation 13× 12 − 4 = 32, the above theoremproduces the solutionx = 180, y = 649 for 13x2 + 1 = y2.
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the otherwise difficult equation 92x2 + 1 = y2 presented in
Box 1.

Fixing z = 1, equation (1) takes the form

(x1, y1)⊙ (x2, y2) = (x1y2 + x2y1, Nx1x2 + y1y2). (2)

This rule shows, in particular, how to generate infinitely
many, progressively larger, solutions of the equation
Nx2 +1 = y2 fromagiven solution. As a simple illustration
of its usefulness, see Box 2.

Brahmagupta gives several remarkable results on integer
solutions ofNx2 + 1 = y2 which are all applications of his
composition law [equation (1)]; one of them is presented in
Box 3 (see [2], pp. 90–95; [3], pp. 178–179 and [4]).

Using Brahmagupta’s bhāvanā and Āryabhaṭa’s kuṭṭaka,
subsequent Indian algebraists developed a cyclic method
called cakravāla which describes all integer solutions of
Nx2 +1 = y2, for any arbitrary non-square positive integer
N . (If N is a square, then it is easy to see that (0,±1) are
the only integer solutions.) The mathematician Jayadeva is
the earliest known expositor of the cakravāla algorithm. He
describes the problem of solvingNx2 + 1 = y2 (in integers)
as being as difficult as setting a fly against the wind!

Jayadeva’s verses on the cakravāla algorithm are quoted
in the text Sundarī (1073) by Udayadivākara (see [5] for more
details); we still do not know the dates of Jayadeva himself.
Till anynewevidence is found,wemay regard Jayadeva as the
first mathematician to have completely solved (in integers)
theBrahmagupta–Pell equationNx2+1 = y2. In his treatise
Bījagaṇita (1150), Bhāskarācārya gives a lucid exposition of
a variant of Jayadeva’s method, illustrating it with difficult
examples like N = 61 and N = 67. The bhāvanā and
cakravāla are applied by Nārāyaṇa (c. 1350) to generate a
sequence of progressively better rational approximations to
the surd

√
N , whenN is not a perfect square (see [6], pp. 670–

672).
The cakravāla is a recursive algorithm on the solution

space of Nx2 + z = y2 to arrive at a solution with z = 1.
Note that (1, t, t2 − N) is a solution for every integer t. The
cakravāla begins with the solution x1 = 1, y1 = a and z1 =
a2 − N , where a is a positive integer for which a2 is closest
to N . At every stage, it applies the bhāvanā to compose the
solution (xn, yn, zn) obtained at the n-th step with another
solution (1, tn, tn2−N) for a judiciously chosen tn, to obtain
(un, vn, wn), where un = xntn + yn, vn = Nxn + yntn
andwn = zn(tn

2 −N). The tn is so chosen that zn becomes
a divisor of un (it follows that zn would also divide vn and
tn

2 − N ) and |tn2 − N | is minimized among candidates
satisfying the divisibility criterion. The (n+1)-th step is then
defined to be the solution xn+1 = un/zn, yn+1 = vn/zn,
zn+1 = wn/zn

2. It can be shown that at some stage m,
one would arrive at zm = 1. Box 4 illustrates the method
through a famous example; the algorithm is discussed in the
framework of continued fractions in [6].

One can see that Brahmagupta’s bhāvanā holds the key to
the discovery of the cakravāla (cf. [2], pp. 95–99; [3], pp. 183–
185). Jayadeva, Bhāskarācārya and subsequent authors make
adetailed expositionof the bhāvanā just beforedescribing the
cakravāla. As Weil remarks ([7], p. 22):

As is the case with many brilliant discoveries, this
one [cakravāla] canbe seen in retrospect as deriving
quite naturally from the earlier work [bhāvanā].

The Term bhāvanā
When Manjul Bhargava first came to know of the name
bhāvanā for Brahmagupta’s composition law, he exclaimed,
“What a great word!” Indeed, the word bhāvanā has
profound nuances. Its several meanings include “(finding
by) composition or combination”, “creating”, “producing”,
“generating”, “effecting”, “accomplishing”, “demonstrating”,
“manifesting”, “conception”, “thought”, “reflection” and
“contemplation”. It is also associated with the spiritual sense
of “becoming (That)”— bhāva refers to a high spiritual state.
InUpaniṣadic conception, the universe is a becoming (rather
than a creation), a formative self-expansion of the One
(the Eternal) manifesting its implicit Multiplicity. The word
bhāvanā also connotes this conception of the One becoming
the Many; the word bhāva is often used in literature for the
consequent manifestation: the terrestrial world!

Jayadeva mentions the term samāsa-bhāvanā (additive
composition) for the equation (1) of Brahmagupta and
viśeṣa-bhāvanā (subtractive composition) for the variant
given by x3 = |x1y2 − x2y1|, y3 = |Nx1x2 − y1y2|
and z3 = z1z2. While describing the roots obtained by
his rule, Brahmagupta uses the word kṛtam (“accomplished”,
“effected”), which is closely related to one of the meanings
of bhāvanā. As many of the treatises of Indian algebraists
between Brahmagupta and Jayadeva are no longer available,
one does not know who first coined the term bhāvanā
for Brahmagupta’s rule. But clearly the ancient Indian
algebraists perceived it as a special multiplicative operation.
For, the Sanskrit word bhāvita (usual meaning: “created”,
“produced”; or “future”, “to be”) had already been adopted
in Indian algebra by Brahmagupta and others to denote
the product xy of different unknown quantities x, y.
The choice of a similar word bhāvanā for Brahmagupta’s
composition law alludes to the fact that the rule makes an
insightful product of two triples (or pairs) of numbers. K.S.
Shukla records ([5], p. 6) that, according to Udayadivākara,
bhāvanā means “multiplication”. The word “multiplication”
has two related associations: “composition” (or “product”)
as also “generating (or becoming) many” and both apply
to Brahmagupta’s bhāvanā. For, through the principle of
composition [equation (2)], infinitely many roots ofNx2 +
1 = y2 emerge from one fundamental root, reminding one
of the metaphysical bhāvanā, of the “One becomingMany”.

Thus, while the precise sense of bhāvanā for
Brahmagupta’s rule is that of “composition” or
“combination” (of roots), a sort-of generalized bhāvita
(“product”), the term also carries the additional suggestion
of being a principle of “creation”, “production”, “generation”
of new roots (from given roots), of new results and of new
concepts. In fact, it is mentioned by Datta-Singh ([4], p.
148) that bhāvanā also means a lemma or a theorem (which
has been “demonstrated”, i.e., proved). And Brahmagupta’s
bhāvanā is indeed an important theorem as well as a
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Box 4. Application of bhāvanā-cakravāla: The Case N = 61

Example (Bhāskarācārya). Solve in integers:61x2 + 1 = y2.

This problemwas discussed by Bhāskarācārya (1150) and later posed by Fermat (1657).

As 64 is the square nearest to 61, we have the initial relation 61 × 12 + 3 = 82, i.e., the triple (1, 8; 3). Applying bhāvanā between (1, 8; 3) and
(1, t; t2 −N), we get (8 + t, 61+ 8t; 3(t2 − 61)) and hence the relation 61( 8+t

3
)2 + ( t

2−61
3

) = ( 61+8t
3

)2. The cakravāla prescribes choosing
t such that (i) 3 divides (8 + t) and (ii) |t2 − 61| is the least.

The authors on cakravāla describe methods for determining such a t (using kuṭṭaka); here t is clearly 7. Thus, we have 61 × 52 − 4 = 392.Now,
applying Brahmagupta's theorem (seeBox 2), we get the positive integral solution:x = 226153980, y = 1766319049.

powerful lemma for “producing” other theorems. Further,
the “conception” of bhāvanā is a result of deep “thought” and
a theme for further “reflection” and “contemplation” (as it
has the potential for “creating” new theories).

Just before stating the bhāvanā formulae, Jayadeva
mentions ([5], p. 5): aśeṣakaraṇavyāpi bhāvanākaraṇa�. . . (“the
bhāvanā pervades endless mathematical operations”). In the
light of later developments, Jayadeva’s remark turns out
to be prophetic. One wonders whether he knew of more
applications of bhāvanā apart from cakravāla.

The naming of Brahmagupta’s rule by a strikingly
appropriate word, rich in cultural significance, was clearly a
tribute by an Indian savant to a very special discovery whose
far-reaching importancewas intuitively realized at that early
stage.

Historical and Mathematical
Significance of Brahmagupta’s
bhāvanā
Brahmagupta was perhaps the first mathematician to have
a clear vision of algebra as a distinct discipline in the
form that we know it today. In his chapter Kuṭṭakādhyāyaḥ
(628), Brahmagupta laid a firm foundation for the subject
when he expounded on topics like the use of symbols for
different unknowns, expansion of the number-system to
include negative numbers and zero along with the ring-
theoretic rules of operations over integers, operations with
surds, formation of equations, the algebra of polynomials in
several variables, solutions of linear and quadratic equations
including the Gaussian method of elimination, and the
kuṭṭaka method for finding integer solutions of the linear
indeterminate equation ay − bx = c. The crest-jewel of
this chapter on algebra is Brahmagupta’s treatment of the
equation Nx2 + 1 = y2 through bhāvanā. It is amazing
that such an early treatise on classical algebra anticipates
the concept of “binary composition” on abstractly defined
elements, the quintessence of modern abstract algebra.

To appreciate the genius of Brahmagupta’s bhāvanā,
we note that, apart from its beauty and technical power,
the wizardry in classical algebra that is involved in its
discovery at a formative stage of the subject, and its impact

on subsequent research, the bhāvanā reveals an astonishingly
modern attitude to an algebraic problem. For solving a
problem in two variables, the bhāvanā is introduced to
make a bold exploration of the solution space of a more
general equation in three variables; and further, it acts on
unknown (triples of) roots as if they are known numbers. In
modern Europe, it is Lagrange who pioneered (c. 1770) the
approach of investigating the general picture, and the study
of actions on unknown quantities—both these features are
now standard in modern algebra. Above all, Brahmagupta’s
original idea of constructing a binary operation (and that
too an intricate one) on unknown elements, and thus
implicitly inventing an algebraic structure, is perhaps the
first known instance of sophisticated abstract algebraic
thinking. Modern algebra is dominated by the study of
abstract structures like groups and rings; but it is only
after a gap of eleven or twelve centuries from the time of
Brahmagupta that the study, application and construction of
such algebraic structures would be pursued inmathematics.

Using the clarity of the language of modern “Abstract
Algebra”, Brahmagupta’s bhāvanā defines a binary operation
on the set {(x, y, z) ∈ Z3 | Nx2 + z = y2} and a group
structure on {(x, y) ∈ Z2 |Nx2 + 1 = y2} (or {(x, y, z) ∈
Q3 |Nx2+z = y2}), whereZdenotes the set of integers and
Q the set of rational numbers. The group of integer solutions
to Nx2 + 1 = y2 is closely related to the group of units of
a certain ring in algebraic number theory called the “ring of
integers of the quadratic fieldQ(

√
N)”. The group structure

on the conic y2−Nx2 = 1 defined by the bhāvanā [equation
(2)] has an elegant geometric interpretation (see figure): if
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A = (x1, y1) and B = (x2, y2) are points in the first
coordinate on this conic, and C is the point where the line
through the pointE = (0, 1) parallel to the chordABmeets
the conic, then the coordinates of C are precisely (x3, y3)
given by the bhāvanā [equation (2)].*

The discovery and application of composition laws on
sets of significance is now a central theme of modern
mathematics research. For instance, the “addition law” on
the points of an elliptic curve is a basic tool in the study of
the curve.

Brahmagupta’s bhāvanā [equation (1)] can be envisaged
as the identity

(x1
2 −Ny1

2)(x2
2 −Ny2

2) =

(x1x2 +Ny1y2)
2 −N(x1y2 + x2y1)

2, (3)

combining two binary quadratic forms of the typex2 − Ny2

to get another form of the same type. (Here, we interchange
the role of x and y in equation (1) to match the standard
notation in the theory of binary forms.) Among its many
modern significances, the bhāvanā identity in equation (3)
is a statement of the multiplicativity of the “norm function”,
a very important concept in modern algebra and number
theory, and, of course, a principle of “composition” of binary
quadratic forms.

The norm function || || associates to the expression x +√
Ny the integer obtained by multiplying x+

√
Ny with its

conjugate, i.e., ||x+
√
Ny|| = (x+

√
Ny)(x−

√
Ny) = x2−

Ny2. It is an extension of the familiar device of associating,
to a complex number a + ib, the real number (a + ib)(a −
ib) = a2 + b2. Brahmagupta’s identity [equation (3)] can
thus be reformulated as the statement ||α||||β|| = ||αβ||, for
numbers of the form α = x +

√
Ny (see [2], pp. 82–84 and

100–101 for more details).
The immense potential of the bhāvanā identity came

to be harnessed after its appearance in Euler’s writings; it
is now a basic result used repeatedly in modern number
theory (reminding one of Jayadeva’s remark). For instance,
Brahmagupta’s identity is a crucial ingredient in one of
the main theorems of Legendre (1785) which leads to an
important local-global theorem in number theory pertaining
to the existence of nonzero integer solutions of ax2 + by2 =
cz2, where a, b, c are positive integers with abc square-free.
The bhāvanā is also involved in the Lorentz transformation in
the theory of relativity.†

A version of the bhāvanā identity was generalized in 1965
by A. Pfister using, what are now called, “Pfister forms”.
Pfister’s discovery opened up new directions in the theory of
quadratic forms, an account ofwhich is presented byManuel
Ojanguren in Chapter 5 of his monograph [8]. The chapter
begins by quotingBrahmagupta’s original Sanskrit verses on
the bhāvanā and is titled “Also sprach Brahmagupta”.‡

Gauss’s Composition Law
The importance of the equationNx2 + 1 = y2, whenN is a
non-square positive integer, was later recognized inmodern
Europe. Pierre de Fermat, who wanted contemporary
mathematicians to take serious interest in number theory,
posed (in 1657) theproblemof finding infinitelymany integer
solutions to the above equation (seeBox 5). Fermat’s intense
involvement, and his success in drawing the attention of
other mathematicians to such number-theoretic questions,
heralded the advent of modern number theory.

A vigorous investigation was launched on the equation
by several leading mathematicians including Brouncker
and Wallis in the seventeenth, and Euler and Lagrange in
the eighteenth, centuries; the equation somehow acquired
the name “Pell’s equation”. Research on the Brahmagupta–
Pell equation went on to become a part of more general
theories developed by some of the best mathematical minds
of modern Europe. One of the fruitful theories to emerge
was the theory of binary quadratic forms (with integer
coefficients), systematically developed by Lagrange and
Legendre after initial contributions from Fermat and Euler.

A big advancement on the theory of binary quadratic
forms was made by C.F. Gauss in his Disquisitiones
Arithmeticae (1801) when he constructed a composition law
on general binary quadratic forms of a given discriminant,
i.e., it composes two expressions a1x1

2+b1x1y1+c1y1
2 and

a2x2
2+b2x2y2+c2y2

2 with b12−4a1c1 = b2
2−4a2c2 = D

(say) to produce an expression a3x3
2 + b3x3y3 + c3y3

2 with
b3

2 − 4a3c3 = D.
The result of Gauss actually says much more. Call two

(integral) binary formsQ1(x, y) andQ2(x, y)with the same
discriminant D to be “equivalent” if there exist integers
p, q, r, s with ps − qr = 1 such that Q2(x, y) = Q1(px +
qy, rx+ sy), i.e., ifQ2 can be obtained fromQ1 by a certain
homogeneous linear change of variables; and call a binary
quadratic form ax2 + bxy + cy2 to be “primitive” if the
integers a, b, c do not have any common prime factor. Gauss
showed that there are only finitely many equivalence classes
of primitive binary quadratic forms with discriminantD. In
the later language of abstract algebra, his composition law
imparts to the set of equivalence classes of primitive binary
quadratic forms the structure of a finite Abelian group. This
result was accomplished by Gauss several decades before the
concept of an abstract group emerged formally during the
second half of the nineteenth century. It is considered to be
one of his deepest discoveries.

Gauss’s composition had not only a profound influence
on classical number theory, it paved the way for ideal theory
and modern algebraic number theory whose foundations
were eventually laid in an elegant form by R. Dedekind
(c. 1871). It was the first major attempt to address the

* To see this, note that the equation for the lineEC is y− 1 = mx, wherem = (y2 − y1)/(x2 − x1). Hence ifC = (u, v), then (1+mu)2 −Nu2 = 1,
giving u = a/b, where a = 2(y2 − y1)(x2 − x1) and b = N(x2 − x1)2 − (y2 − y1)2 = 2(y1y2 −Nx1x2 − 1). Now, setting x3 = x1y2 + x2y1 (as
prescribed by bhāvanā), one can verify that x3b = a, showing that u = x3.

† A special case of the identity in equation (3) is (a2 − b2)(x2 − t2) = x′2 − t′2, where x′ = ax + bt, y′ = at + bx. Now setting k = 1/
√
1− v2,

a = k, b = −kv, the expressions for x′, y′ are precisely the Lorentz transformation which keeps the form x2 − t2 invariant, i.e., x2 − t2 = x′2 − t′2.
(See “A Simple Non-Euclidean Geometry and Its Physical Basis” by I.M. Yaglom, p. 167.)

‡ In English, “Thus spake Brahmagupta”.
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nonuniqueness of factorization in certain extensions of Z.
(This nonuniqueness has been the stumbling block in the
quest for a valid proof of “Fermat’s Last Theorem” through
elementary number theory.)

By a work of Dirichlet (1838), the group that was implicit
in Gauss’s work was shown to be isomorphic to the “oriented
(or narrow) ideal class group” of the quadratic number
field Q(

√
D). The ideal class group, that was formulated by

Dedekind refining the work of Kummer, is a measure of
the extent to which uniqueness of factorisation of elements
fails in the ring of integers of Q(

√
D). Again, based on

ideas implicit in Gauss’s work, Minkowski developed the
“geometry of numbers” (1896)which reduces various number
theory problems to counting lattice points in appropriate
regions.

Bhargava’s Composition Law
For 200 years, Gauss’s composition law appeared to be
an isolated curiosity peculiar to binary quadratic forms
and no one had any hunch that there could be other
composition laws for polynomials of higher degree. To the
pleasant surprise of mathematicians, Manjul Bhargava has
now introduced (2001) a completely new way of looking at
the principle of composition which gives an insightful and
simpler presentation of the classical Gauss composition and
reveals thirteen new laws of composition for higher degree
polynomials. Bhargava has also developed powerfulmethods
in the geometry of numbers. Applying his composition laws
and his new tools in the geometry of numbers, Bhargava
made breakthroughs in some of the fundamental open
problems of number theory.

One of the central problems innumber theory is to obtain
an asymptotic formula for the number of number fields of a
fixed degree n with bounded discriminant (i.e., the absolute
value of the discriminant is less than a fixed number D).
Progress on this question had stopped after Davenport and
Heilbronn solved the casen = 3 in 1971. Bhargava applied his
newmethods to solve the cases n = 4 and n = 5.

Another problem pertains to finding or counting the
number of points with rational coordinates satisfying the
hyperelliptic curve y2 = f(x), where f(x) is a polynomial
of degree n with rational coefficients having n distinct
roots. This is a generalisation of ancient problems like the
Brahmagupta–Pell equation (where f(x) = Nx2 + 1 and
the curve has infinitely many rational solutions). The case
n = 3 is that of the elliptic curve which has been a subject of
much research and has played an important role in Andrew
Wiles’s proof of Fermat’s Last Theorem. Bhargava and his
collaborators have obtained striking results on elliptic and
hyperelliptic curves. For instance, Bhargava showed that
when n ≥ 6, most (in a precise sense) hyperelliptic curves
do not have rational solutions.

The highly technical accomplishments of Bhargava
have their genesis in an inspired idea coming from his
contemplations on a cube (Rubik’s cube). Given a cube with
integers a, b, c, d, e, f , g, h attached to the eight vertices,

a b

c d

e f

g h
��

��

��

��

Bhargava associates with them the six 2 × 2matrices given
by the six faces:

M1 =

(
a b
c d

)
, M2 =

(
a c
e g

)
, M3 =

(
a e
b f

)
;

and

N1 =

(
e f
g h

)
,N2 =

(
b d
f h

)
,N3 =

(
c g
d h

)
.

He uses the six matrices to define three quadratic formsQ1,
Q2,Q3 by

Qi(x, y) = −Det (Mix+Niy), 1 ≤ i ≤ 3.

For instance, Q1(x, y) = −(ax + ey)(dx + hy) + (bx +
fy)(cx+ gy).

It can be verified that the three forms Q1, Q2, Q3 have
the same discriminant. In case the forms are primitive,
Bhargava observes that −Q3 is equivalent to the “product”
ofQ1 andQ2 defined by Gauss’s composition.

Conversely, Bhargava shows that any three primitive
binary quadratic formsQ1, Q2 andQ3, with−Q3 equivalent
to the Gauss composition ofQ1 andQ2, arise as above from
an integral cube, now called “Bhargava’s cube”.

The following simple and elegant example of Bhargava’s
cube

0 1

1 0

1 0

0 N
��

��

��

��

defines the quadratic formsQi(x, y) = x2 −Ny2 for each i,
1 ≤ i ≤ 3, and thus represents Brahmagupta’s bhāvanā.

Epilogue
The Sanskritmeanings of the word gupta include “protected”
and “preserved” as well as “hidden” and “secret”. While the
name Brahmagupta literally means “protected by Brahma”,
the genius of Brahmagupta has hitherto remained “hidden”
from modern students of mathematics and history and,
of course, from the general public. With the sensational
discoveries of Bhargava, and the connection between an
important aspect of hisworks andan important contribution
of Brahmagupta, there is now a possibility that the legacy
of the genius would no longer remain a forgotten “secret”;
rather, it may be “preserved”.

While receiving the Cole Prize (2008), Bhargava
acknowledged, after the citation:
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Box 5. Excerpts from Fermat’s Letter to English Mathematicians
“There is hardly anyone who proposes purely arithmetical questions, hardly anyone who understands them. Is this due to the fact that up to now
arithmetic has been treated geometrically rather than arithmetically? This has indeed been the case both in ancient and modern works; even
Diophantus is an instance. For, although he has freed himself from geometry a little more than others have in that he confines his analysis to the
consideration of rational numbers, …

Now arithmetic has, so to speak, a special domain of its own, the theory of integral numbers. This was only lightly touched upon by Euclid in his
Elements, andwas not su ficiently studied by thosewho followed him…; arithmeticians have therefore now to develop it or restore it.

To arithmeticians therefore, by way of lighting up the road to be followed, I propose the following theorem to be proved or problem to be solved.
If they succeed in discovering the proof or solution, they will admit that questions of this kind are not inferior to the more celebrated questions in
geometry in respect of beauty, di ficulty ormethod of proof.

Given any number whatever which is not a square, there are also given an infinite number of squares such that, if the square is multiplied into the
given number and unity is added to the product, the result is a square.”

The papers cited above build on ideas that go
way back, starting with the mathematical works
of Brahmagupta, Gauss, Dirichlet, Eisenstein,
and Dedekind, and leading up to the works of
modern mathematicians such as Delone-Faddeev,
Davenport-Heilbronn, Sato-Kimura, Wright-Yukie,
and Gan-Gross-Savin. I gratefully acknowledge my
indebtedness to all thesemathematicians!

Onemay recall the dates of the works of themathematicians
in the first list: Brahmagupta (628), Gauss (1801), Dirichlet
(1838), Eisenstein (1844) and Dedekind (1871).

The word bhāvanā brings to our mind a brilliant
mathematical concept from a bygone era along with its
sublime spirituo-cultural ambience. It also provides a
link between one of the highest peaks of ancient Indian
mathematics andoneof themost celebrated achievements in
contemporary mathematics. May it inspire more and more
profound bhāvanā in future! �
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Timeless Geniuses, Celestial Clocks and

Continued Fractions
by sudhir rao

continued fractions is an idea that is at once not only simple, but also one which
holds within its infinite recursive folds and recesses many secrets and surprises.
Perhaps dating back to remote antiquity, yet fully vigorous even today, it stands as a
testament to a paradigm that is well known to mathematicians, which is that an idea
may be old, but is never ruled out as having fully exhausted its possibilities. A common
theme that binds the uncommon stories presented in this article is the omnipresent yet
almost reticent continued fraction.

Ramanujan, Mahalanobis and The
Strand Magazine
The name Srinivasa Ramanujan often invokes strong
emotions in mathematicians, particularly if they happened
to have worked in an area that Ramanujan’s short and
incredibly romantic life (romantic only in the sense of the
intensity of its pathos), touched and impacted. His name,
for everybody else, learned and lay, is synonymous with an
attribute that can only be called Genius. Timeless Genius.

Such reputations are of course earned. An incident that
serves to burnish Ramanujan’s reputation as a man who had
free access to spaces and planes of the human mind that are
only dreamt of, but never realized, by most of humanity, is
vividly narrated (pages 214–215) in the book The Man Who
Knew Infinity by Robert Kanigel—the book that inspired the
recent Hollywoodmovie with the same title.

The story goes as follows. The Strand Magazine, a local
London publication, used to run a regular column called
“Perplexities”. In the December of 1914, this column featured
a puzzle titled “Puzzles at a Village Inn”, which an Indian
student then in Cambridge, Prasanta ChandraMahalanobis,
brought to the attention of his friend and compatriot,
Ramanujan. The puzzle:

“I was talking the other day,” saidWilliamRogers to
the other villagers gathered around the inn fire, “to
a gentleman about the place called Louvain, what
the Germans have burnt down. He said he knowed
it well—used to visit a Belgian friend there.
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He said the house of his friend was in a long street,
numbered on this side one, two, three, and so on,
and that all the numbers on one side of him added
upexactly the sameas all the numbers on theother
side of him. Funny thing that! He said he knew
there was more than fi ty houses on that side of
the street, but not somany as five hundred. I made
mention of the matter to our parson, and he took
a pencil and worked out the number of the house
where the Belgian lived. I don't know how he done
it.”

Perhaps the readermay like to discover thenumber
of that house.

Mahalanobis is supposed to have figured this out in a few
minutes by a trial and error method. He then posed the
puzzle to Ramanujan, who was cooking a meal when he
heard this question. Much to his friend’s surprise, who did
not have towait long,Ramanujan askedhim to takedown the
solution. Amazed at the spontaneous answer, Mahalanobis
asked him how he did it: Ramanujan says that as soon as he
heard the problem, he knew that there should be a continued
fraction; and that when he asked himself which one it was,
the answer apparently just came to his mind!

So, what is a continued fraction? And what could
Ramanujan’s solution have been?

Let us first embark on a brief journey of the continued
fractions. One normally learns to express real numbers, both
rationals and irrationals, in their decimal expansions, that is,
writing 1

2 as0.5andsuch. That iswhyonealso tries to express
the numberπ, an irrational, as 3.1415 . . . and approximate it
to monstrously large decimal places but, alas, there appears
to be no discernible pattern in the digits of the expansion. In
this article, however,wediscuss anotherway, perhaps amore
elegant and fruitful way, of representing real numbers as
“generalized” fractions, or what are mathematically known
as continued fractions. Here are a few elementary examples:

1. Any integer, say −10, written as a quotient is simply
−10
1 ; so we need not do anything to express it as a

continued fraction and leave it as−10.

2. Consider the rational number 22
7 , which we could

rewrite as
22

7
= 3 +

1

7
.

3. Now, take another rational number, say, 7228 , and write
it as

72

28
= 2 +

16

28
= 2 +

1
28
16

= 2 +
1

1 + 12
16

= 2 +
1

1 + 3
4

= 2 +
1

1 +
1
4
3

= 2 +
1

1 +
1

1 + 1
3

.

4. Let us repeat the above procedure with another

rational number, say, 17631 :

176

31
= 5 +

21

31
= 5 +

1
31
21

= 5 +
1

1 + 10
21

= 5 +
1

1 +
1
21
10

= 5 +
1

1 +
1

2 + 1
10

.

Looking at the examples above, one may be reminded of
Euclid’s algorithm to find the greatest common divisor, or
GCD, of any two given numbers, a procedure which involves
many ideas similar to the continued fraction representation
of a number.

In general, an expression of the form

a0 +
b1

a1 +
b2

a2 +
. . .

where the ai and bi are integers, is called a continued
fraction.When the bi are all equal to 1 and ai for i ≥ 1 are all
natural numbers, as in the examples above, we call it a simple
continued fraction, or SCF.

Now, an obvious question to pose is: Can irrationals
also be represented using continued fractions? The answer
is yes but with a crucial difference—the continued fraction
representations for rationals terminate after finitely many
steps, whereas for the irrationals, the process does not end.

Here is a classic example of what we are talking about.
What could the number x below be?

x = 1 +
1

1 +
1

1 +
1

1 +
1

1 +
1

1 +
. . .

Since the fractional part continues indefinitely, one can
observe that the expression in the denominator of the
second term on the right-hand side of the equation is
actually the same as x itself! Strange indeed, but it is true!
Mathematically, this amounts to the fact that x satisfies the
equation x = 1+(1/x); or equivalently, x2−x−1 = 0. The
positive root of this equation is the ubiquitous golden ratio,
usually denoted asΦ, and is equal to (1 +

√
5)/2.

The term “golden ratio” comes from a special property: It
is a ratio of two numbers that equal the ratio of their sum to
the larger of the twonumbers. That is, ifa, b are twonumbers
such that a > b > 0, then Φ = a/b = (a + b)/a; in other
words, Φ = a/b satisfies x = 1 + (1/x). In the case of the
golden ratio, we obtained a quadratic equation in x from the
continued fraction representation of x.

This process can be run in reverse, i.e., one can obtain
the continued fraction representation of a number from a
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quadratic equation. Quadratic equations can also be used to
build a continued fraction representation. For example,

√
2,

oneof the earliest irrationals to bediscovered, canbe thought
of as a root of the quadratic equation x2− 2 = 0. This can be
rewritten as

x = 1 +
1

x+ 1
.

Now, simply replace the x on the right-hand side by the
expression 1 + 1/(x + 1), which is the same as x according
to the left-hand side of the above equation. This yields

x = 1 +
1

1 + 1
x+1 + 1

= 1 +
1

2 + 1
x+1

.

By continuing this process recursively, we see that

x = 1 +
1

2 +
1

2 +
1

2 +
. . .

In other words, we have just obtained a simple continued
fraction expansion of

√
2. Numbers such as

√
2 fall into the

categoryof quadratic irrationals,whichare irrationalnumbers
that are solutions to the quadratic equation ax2 + bx+ c =
0, where a, b, c are rational numbers with a ̸= 0. Simple
continued fraction expansions exist not only for quadratic
irrationals but for every real number, including π and e.

Of course, the simple continued fraction expansions of
such irrationals contain an infinite number of terms, unlike
those of rational numbers, which contain finitely many
terms. However, finite could still mean a large number,
depending on the rational number in question. Much like
how one writes only a few decimal places of a real number,
the SCF representation of any real number can be truncated
at different stages, which yields rational numbers called
convergents. For example, 1

1 ,
2
1 ,

3
2 ,

5
3 and 8

5 are the first five
convergents of the SCF for the golden ratio Φ described
earlier.

Convergents provide good approximations of real
numbers. One aspect of approximating irrational numbers
by rational fractions involves determining which of the
fractions, differing from the given irrational within a
specified degree of proximity, has the largest denominator.
Such approximations are meaningful even for rational
numbers—if a rational number has an extremely large
numerator and denominator, one may want to approximate
it by another rational number whose numerator and
denominator are smaller.

Mathematically, a rational number a/b is a best
approximation of a real numberα if |α− a/b| < |α− c/d| for
rationals c/dwith 0 < d ≤ b and c/d ̸= a/b.

With regard to SCF representations of real numbers, it
turns out that the later you truncate an SCF, the better the
approximation you get. Let us denote the rational number
obtained by truncating an SCF at the n-th stage as pn/qn;
let this also be the best approximation of a real number α.
Therefore, the n-th convergent pn/qn in the SCF of α is

the best possible rational approximation that is closest to α
among all rational numbers with denominators less than or
equal to qn. (For more on the delightful topic of continued
fractions, see [6] and [8].)

Now, back to the Ramanujan–Mahalanobis story: Let us
assume that the total number of houses on the particular
Louvain street is m and that the number of the particular
sought-after house is n. The problem in The Strand Magazine,
stated in mathematical terms, means that 1 + 2 + 3 + · · ·+
(n − 1) = (n + 1) + · · · + m. Working out the two sums
(using high school algebra), one gets the relation

n(n− 1)

2
=

m(m+ 1)

2
− n(n+ 1)

2

or, equivalently,

(2m+ 1)2 − 2(2n)2 = 1.

Evenmore conveniently expressed, the equation to be solved
in integers isx2−2y2 = 1, forx = 2m+1 andy = 2n,which
is a particular case of the so-called Pell’s equation, or what
is now called the Brahmagupta–Pell equation. (For more on
this, see the article “The bhāvanā inMathematics” onpage 13.)

How does one go about solving such an equation? The
answer is that some of the convergents of the continued
fraction for

√
2 provide solutions to the above equation. Let

us try to elaborate a bit on this point.
The interesting case of the general Brahmagupta–Pell

equation x2 − dy2 = 1 occurs when the integer d is a
not a square. For, if d = r2 for some r, then the equation
x2 − dy2 = 1 can be written as (x+ ry)(x− ry) = 1, which
is possible if andonly if (x+ry) = (x−ry) = ±1. Therefore,

x =
(x+ ry) + (x− ry)

2
= ±1.

This means that x = ±1 and y = 0 are the only solutions.
Therefore, non-trivial solutions of the equation x2 −

dy2 = 1 exist only when d is a non-square positive integer,
such as d = 2. It turns out that if p and q are positive
solutions of the equation, then p/q is a convergent of the
SCF expansion of

√
d. Although not all convergents provide

solutions, some of the convergents do. We can see this for
d = 2.

The convergents obtained by truncating the continued
fraction for

√
2 after the first few successive terms are

1 =
1

1
, 1+

1

2
=

3

2
, 1+

1

2 + 1
2

=
7

5
, 1+

1

2 +
1

2 + 1
2

=
17

12
, · · ·

The pairs

(x, y) = (1, 1), (3, 2), (7, 5), (17, 12), . . .

alternately satisfy x2 − 2y2 = −1 and x2 − 2y2 = 1. In fact,
the solutionx = 2m+1 = 17 and y = 2n = 12 givesm = 8
and n = 6, which is one of the solutions described in Robert
Kanigel’s book.

For The Strand Magazine puzzle, one has to find an
integer m between 50 and 500 and an integer n satisfying
(2m + 1)2 − 2(2n)2 = 1. We shall now use the theory
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of SCF to show that m = 288 and n = 204 is the only
solution, i.e., the number of the sought-after house is 204.
Working through the successive convergents of the SCF
expansion of

√
2 after (17, 12), one gets (41, 29), (99, 70),

(239, 169), (577, 408), (1393, 985), (3363, 2378), . . . as
solutions, alternately, to x2 − 2y2 = −1 and x2 − 2y2 =
1. Thus, the solutions to x2 − 2y2 = 1 are given by
(3, 2), (17, 12), (99, 70), (577, 408), (3363, 2378), . . .. Now
findingm such that 50 ≤ m ≤ 500 amounts to looking for
x (= 2m + 1) such that 101 ≤ x ≤ 1001. Thus, it becomes
clear that x = 577 and y = 408 is the unique solution to
x2 − 2y2 = 1 under the constraint that x lies between 101
and 1001. Hence n (= y/2) = 204 (with m = 288) is the
unique solution to the puzzle.

The particular convergent 577
408 , corresponding to m =

288 and n = 204, is obtained by truncating the SCF at the
eighth step. Note that the previous and the next solutions of
x2 − 2y2 = 1 are (99, 70) and (3363, 2378) giving m =
49, n = 35 and m = 1681, n = 1189 respectively, which
are, of course, outside the specification in the puzzle which
stated that there were more than 50 houses on the street but
not more than 500.

Curiously enough, the fraction 577
408 which solves The

Strand Magazine puzzle has another Indian connection, and
takes us back to anonymous ancient Indianmathematicians.
Themystic seers of theVedicAgehadmademany remarkable
mathematical discoveries and innovations. Some of their
knowledge, especially those results in geometry and
arithmetic which are needed for building the vedis or altars,
are preserved in later treatises called Śulbasūtras which,
though composed much after the Vedas, still belong to a
pre-historic period (800 bce or earlier).

Baudhāyana, Āpastamba and Kātyāyana are the three
most prominent authors of the Śulbasūtras, which describe
both exact geometric constructions of irrational numbers
like

√
2, as well as their rational approximations (see [1]

(section 5) and [2] for a detailed discussion). One of the
rational approximations for

√
2 that the Śulbasūtra authors

record is the following sum of unit fractions:

1 +
1

3
+

1

3 · 4
− 1

3 · 4 · 34
.

And what is the expression for this number as a single
rational number p/q? It is again 577

408 , the eighth convergent
p8/q8 in the SCF expansion for

√
2. The very convergent

from Ramanujan’s prompt answer, while cooking a meal, to
Mahalanobis’s question!

Śulbasūtra authors also give the rational approximations
7
5 and

17
12 for

√
2, i.e., the third convergent p3/q3 and fourth

convergent p4/q4; indeed, 1 + 1
3 + 1

3·4 = 17
12 . Thus, each

of these (rational) approximations for
√
2 is really the best

possible in a precise sense as elaborated above—they are the
best among all fractions with denominators not exceeding
the denominator of the chosen rational approximation.

The Archimedes Cattle Problem
Continued fractions and the Brahmagupta–Pell equation
also make their appearance in another interesting problem,
posed by Archimedes and presented as a challenge to his
peers in Alexandria.

It was sent in a letter to Eratosthenes of Cyrene—now at
least 2,200 years old—and is scripted in beautiful verse. In
the mathematical world, it is called the Archimedes Cattle
Problem because it involves a certain definite number of
bulls and cows. The bulls are of four different types, as are
the cows. Theproblemposed in verse is a series of constraints
that the variables are subjected to.

Assuming that the four “bull” variables are x, y, z, and t,
and their “cow” counterparts are a, b, c and d, the equations
read as follows:

x =

(
1

2
+

1

3

)
(y + t), y =

(
1

4
+

1

5

)
(z + t),

z =

(
1

6
+

1

7

)
(x+ t), and

a =

(
1

3
+

1

4

)
(y + b), b =

(
1

4
+

1

5

)
(z + c),

c =

(
1

5
+

1

6

)
(t+ d),d =

(
1

6
+

1

7

)
(x+ a).

The problem challenges people to find the size of the herd
(a+b+c+d+x+y+z+ t), and also to find out howmany
bulls and cows belong to each of the four respective varieties.

Archimedes stated that a personwho could “merely” solve
this portion of the problem was at best competent. He then
suggested two more constraints that had to be satisfied by
the solution of these equations [9]:

…But come, understand also all these conditions
regarding the cattle of the Sun. When the white
bulls [x] mingled their number with the black [y],
they stood firm, equal in depth and breadth, and
the plains of Thrinacia, stretching far in all ways,
were filled with their multitude. Again, when the
yellow [z] and the dappled bulls [t] were gathered
intooneherd they stood in suchamanner that their
number, beginning from one, grew slowly greater
till it completed a triangular figure, there being no
bulls of other colours in their midst nor none of
them lacking …

Inmathematical terms, x+y had to be a square; i.e., x+y =
r2 for some r. Also, z + t had to be a triangular number; i.e.,
z + t = n(n + 1)/2 for some integer n. The one who solved
this harder version could stake claim to the prize of supreme
wisdom [9]:

If thou art able, O stranger, to find out all these
things and gather them together in your mind,
giving all the relations, thou shalt depart crowned
with glory and knowing that thou hast been
adjudged perfect in this species of wisdom.
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What is “Triangular’’ about Numbers of the Form n(n+ 1)/2?

One learns in high schools that 1 + 2 + · · · + n = n(n + 1)/2. One may also have heard the story of Gauss's childhood exploit where he
stumped his school teacher by arriving at the above formula on the spot. The evaluation of the same sum relates to another anecdote (see [5]) that
demonstrates the precociousmathematical prowess of a twentieth-centurymathematician.

William Thurston, Jr. (1946–2012) was famous for his unusually fertile imagination, coupledwith powerful geometric insights. Hewent on tomake
major contributions to theworld of geometry, and his workwas recognizedwith a FieldsMedal in 1982.

We recall an incident that transpired when Thurston was still a little boy, which led his father, Paul, to discover young Thurston's innate ability to
summon at will original mathematical ideas. His father, a physicist, used to ask youngWilliam and his siblings questions from elementary school
mathematics. Below is a conversation between Paul Thurston andWilliam:

Paul: “What is 1 + 2 + · · ·+ 100?”

Bill said, “5, 000.”

Paul said, “Almost right.”

Bill said, “Oh, I filled one square with 1, two squares
for2 andall thewayup to100, so that's half of100×
100 = 10, 000, but I forgot that themiddle squares
are cut in two, so that's 5, 050!”

Once these additional constraints are imposed, the solutions
to the cattle problem grow to monstrously large numbers
whose digits take up 47 pages if completely written out.
Regarding the size of these solutions, David Fowler, a
historian of Greek mathematics said “I don’t know what
anybody would do with a solution, once found, except use it
as a piece of mathematical wallpaper!” (see [10])

We will briefly sketch the key ideas involved in solving
the problem. The continued fractions appear as a means
to ensure that the solutions satisfy the triangular number
constraint.

We begin midway through the solution process by
considering the set

S1 =

{
1,

y

x
,
z

x
,
t

x
,
a

x
,
b

x
,
c

x
,
d

x

}
that involves the variables in the Cattle Problem. It can be
shown that the set{
1,

267

371
,
790

1113
,
297

742
,
171580

246821
,
815541

1727747
,
83710

246821
,
1813071

3455494

}
helps solve the cattle problem. Since the solutions must be
integers, we multiply each number in this set by the LCM of
all its members, which is x = 10366482.

We then get

S2 = {10366482, 7460514, 4149387, 7358060,
7206360, 4893246, 5439213, 3515820}

as the set that gives the smallest integral solution to the
cattle problem, with each member of the set representing
x, y, z, t, a, b, c, d respectively. But this solution does not

satisfy the two additional constraints—that x + y must
be square and z + t must be triangular—imposed by
Archimedes. As wewill see, the solutions start to grow in size
as these two constraints are enforced one by one.

The square constraint on x+ ymeans that

x+ y = (10366482 + 7460514)f = 17826996f

is supposed to be a square. The prime factors of 17826996 are
22, 3, 11, 29 and 4657. Removing 22, and retaining the rest of
the terms, we require g = (3 · 11 · 29 · 4657)f to be a square.
Therefore f = 3 · 11 · 29 · 4657m2 = 4456749m2, for some
integer m, will make g a square number. Multiplying each
element of the setS2 with 4456749m2 constitutes a solution
set that satisfies the square constraint:

S3 = (46200808287018, 33249638308986, 18492776362863,

32793026546940, 32116937723640, 21807969217254,

24241207098537, 15669127269180)m2.

We will now impose the triangular number constraint on
z + t, which requires that

z + t = (18492776362863 + 32793026546940)m2

= (51285802909803)m2 = n(n+ 1)/2

for somen. That is, we are looking for an integer solution, for
n, of the quadratic equation

n2 + n− 2 · 51285802909803m2 = 0

which happens exactly when the discriminant 1 + (4 ·
2 · 51285802909803)m2 is a square. This implies that the
statement above is true only if 1 + 410286423278424m2 =
k2 for some k. This is again another case of the
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Brahmagupta–Pell equation x2 − dy2 = 1, but with a very
large value of d.

While it is not clear who in ancient Greece laid claim
to the basic prize for solving the Cattle Problem, let
alone the one for supreme wisdom, this problem gained
traction in modern times. In 1867, C.F. Meyer, a German
mathematician, set out looking for the solution using a
continued fraction expansion of

√
410286423278424. He

toiled through240 steps of the continued fraction expansion,
and gave up [7].

In 1880, A. Amthor solved the problem, using a
different approach from continued fractions, and presented
intriguing numbers. The smallest number—there are
infinitely many solutions—was 7.766× 10206544 cattle.

Note that in the Archimedes cattle problem, it is given
that the number of solutions had to be integers—a fractional
or even rational number of cattle would clearly not make
much sense, except of course, to a butcher!

Ultimately, C.F. Meyer’s attempted use of continued
fractions in solving the cattle problem may seem a mere
abstract curiosity to many. However, there was one event
that occurred centuries ago that still touches our lives, and
lends a measure of stability to our sense of the passage of
time. It is an event that makes sense, in hindsight, through
the lens of continued fractions.

Centurial Years—To Leap or Not to
Leap?
In October 1582, Pope Gregory XIII introduced a new
calendar that was a refinement of the Julian calendar in use
until then. The correction introduced inwhat became known
as the Gregorian calendar was minimal, in the sense that it
shortened the mean length of the calendar year from 365.25
days to365.2419878days,which is a changeof0.002%. Thus,
for all practical purposes of calculating the length of the year,
the change is minimal.

The motivation for the Church to make this change,
however, was a more dire one. In the Julian calendar, the
number of calendar days between the celebration of Easter
and the occurrence of the spring equinox* seemed to drift,
i.e., increase over time. The Church had always identified the
two together, and the fact that the equinox and Easter fell on
different days didn’t exactly please the Church, intent as it
was on the symbolism and significance of long held beliefs.
In the Indian context, an analogous situation would have
been that of our own Makara Sankranthi coinciding with,
say, either Christmas, or our Republic Day.

At the heart of the effected change of 0.002% in themean
length of the calendar year was the change in leap years.
Under the Julian system, centurial years that are divisible by
four were leap years. This included every centurial year such
as 2100, 2200, . . .. Under the Gregorian system, however,
centurial years suchas2100,2200,2300will not be leapyears,
but 2400 and 2800 would qualify. In general, any centurial

year that was an integer multiple of 400 was a leap year. But
why?

Let us call a block of q years in which there are p leap
years (p < q) as a cycle. The job of refining the calendar
now involves coming out with an easy and efficient way
of finding q and p such that, according to the Gregorian
calendar’s predictions, Easter and spring equinox are always
on the sameday. In every cycle, therewill be a total number of
(365 q + p) days. Therefore, every mean year will be (365 +
p/q) days long. The challenge is to make this quantity, p/q,
as close as possible to the day length in excess of 365, as per
the new Gregorian calendar. We know that this number is
0.24219878.

Enter continued fractions. The first few convergents
in the SCF expansion of 0.24219878 turn out to be
1
4 ,

7
29 ,

8
33 ,

31
128 ,

163
673 . The first fraction corresponds to the

Julian system of one leap year every 4 years. But this is
precisely the system that caused the problem we wanted to
fix in the first place. The next convergents offer cycle lengths
of 29, 33, 128 and 673 years, which are not very convenient.
But is there a way out?

If 0.24219878 was multiplied by 100, we get 24.219878
whose SCF has 97

4 , 121
5 , 218

9 and 993
41 as the first few

convergents. Since the denominator is the cycle length, one
has tomultiply 4with 100, giving a 400-year cycle. This is the
key step. Is there away tomatch the excess of 24.219878days
with a 400-year cycle?

The very first convergent has the answer: 97 leap years
in 400 years. Can one work with these numbers? Yes, if
we mandate that only the centurial year divisible by 400
will be a leap year. Everything dramatically falls into place.
2000, 2400, 2800 will all be leap years, while 2100, 2200,
2300 will not be leap years according to the changed canon.
While there is no evidence that continued fractions were the
method through which the Gregorian calendar was made,
there is a curious twist of history here—Greece, the land of
Archimedes and the Cattle Problem, was the one of the last
European countries to adopt the changed calendar!

For millennia, the repeated appearance of continued
fractions in seemingly unconnected stories sampled in this
article have enthralled us on issues ranging from counting
cattle to something as mundane as a calendar. It is only
fitting to say that the ever continuing saga of continued
fractions is an ode to the mortal geniuses who created these
immortal melodies. �
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TheMan Behind TheManWhoKnew Infinity
Robert Kanigel in Conversation

with c.s. aravinda and nithyanand rao
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Robert Kanigel is the author of The Man Who
Knew Infinity, the book on which the movie of
the same name is based. In April 2016, before
the movie was released, he spoke to Bhāvanā
from his home in Baltimore, USA.

NR: You say in the Prologue to
your book that “Ramanujan’s life
might seem the stuff of cinema”.
There have indeed been several
documentaries and movies made
on his story, including here in India,
but why did it take so long for a
Hollywood movie to be made?

RK: [Laughs] They couldn’t come up
with the money! Matt Brown is the
director and the screenwriter [of The
Man Who Knew Infinity], and he was
the one who approached me in 2004, I
think. Before that, several other people
had approached me and said, “Oh,
we’d love to make a movie out of your
book.” And I was delighted, of course.
Yet nothing ever happened. People just
disappeared.

Matt Brown, however, showed up.
And he put the book under “option”,
which means that he alone had the
right to make a movie out of it. Then,
the years passed, and he worked with
various other people who said that
they were interested in putting up the
money; but then they never did. As
a result, it just took a very long time
to come up with the combination of
resources that would enable them to do
the film. And even so, the budget for the
film was significantly less than recent
similar films like The Imitation Game
and The Theory of Everything. So even
when they finally did it, it’s amazing
that they did it so well with a rather
limited budget to put it together.

NR: I believe there was also an
effort involving Stephen Fry at
some point.

C.S. Aravinda (aravinda@math.tifrbng.res.in) is at the TIFR Centre for Applicable Mathematics, Bangalore, and is the Chief Editor of
Bhāvanā.
Nithyanand Rao (nithyanand.nrao@gmail.com) is a science journalist based in Bangalore, and a Contributing Editor of Bhāvanā.
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in conversation

RK: Yes, Stephen Fry was one of the
people who had been interested in
making the movie. I think—I’m not
sure of this, but the way I remember
it—he was pursuing it independently.
In other words, he didn’t come to me
for an option of the book. Hewas doing
it on his own. But then I guess he
couldn’t come up with the money.

NR: What were your first reactions
on watching the movie?

RK:My first reaction was that I cried at
the end, at the very end of the movie.
I saw an early version of the film on a
small screenwith some friends ofmine
and we all ended up crying at the end.

NR: Even though it’s your own
book…

RK: Oh yeah, I thought the way Matt
Brown did it was beautiful. Since
then I’ve seen it three more times
on big screens and I think it’s quite
wonderful—in its own way, that’s sort
of a qualification. In other words, a
book is not a movie. They’re just two
different genres. They’re two different
forms. They have different constraints
within which to work. What Matt
did was to emphasize one part of
the story—that is, the relationship
between Ramanujan and G.H. Hardy.
So that the movie becomes the story
of an unusual friendship more than
anything else. And given that, I think
he did a beautiful job. Every time I’ve
seen it, audiences have greeted the
movie with sustained applause. There
are obviously ways in which there are
little departures from facts, but I don’t
think there are substantial departures.

CSA: Did you cry at any point while
you were writing the book? Was
watching the movie an experience
quite different?

RK: The movie experience was quite
different. But there was one moment,
some time after finishing the book,
when I came back to read the ending
of it again. That’s the section where
Hardy is speaking about Ramanujan,
long after his death, atHarvard. And he

talks about his friend Ramanujan. That
really…somehow, I guess I was in the
right mood or the wrong mood—I got
a little tearful at that point.

NR: I think that is an experience
which all your readers shared.
Quite honestly, I think your book
has made a difference in the lives
of many people. Certainly, both
for me and for Aravinda, who
translated your book to Kannada.*

RK: What was it like translating it, for
you, Aravinda?

CSA: It was a very enriching
experience. The part where you
talk about his time in India, the
first couple of chapters, were a
little easier to translate because
they had the Indian ethos and I
could put it in Kannada a bit more
comfortably. The whole experience
was really moving.

NR: Coming back to the movie—
were you involved, in any way, with
the making of the movie? Did you
work closely with Matt Brown on
the script?

RK: I worked closely with him at the
very beginning. Then, hewent off in his

owndirection,which iswhat I expected
him to do. I saw a very early draft [of
the script] maybe five or six years ago.
Over the years, it’s changed of course.
I did not keep up with the early drafts.
And then when he was doing the film,
there came a time when he calls me
up and says “Rob, I think I need a
mathematician.” I gave hima list of five
mathematicians who I thought might
be able to help himandKenOno turned
out to be the one.

And then I saw some of the
shooting. I didn’t go to India. But I saw
some of the shooting at Trinity College,
Cambridge. That was very exciting, as
you might expect.

So we kept up with each other
periodically. But it was his movie—he
made it, he did what he wanted—and I
think he did a wonderful job.

NR: You said the movie was about
both Hardy and Ramanujan. That’s
what your book was too. It’s almost
a dual biography in some sense.

RK: That’s right.

NR: So would you say that spirit is
carried over to the movie as well?

RK: Evenmore so. If you think about it,
you’ve only got an hour and a half. So
you have to zero-in on one aspect. And
I think Matt very effectively zeroed-in
on Ramanujan’s five years in England.

NR: Does the movie incorporate
material which is not in your book,
or is it based entirely on your
book? Does it use other sources,
additional documents?

RK: I’m almost sure that he did turn
to other sources. At various times,
I loaned him books; for instance,
K. Srinivasa Rao has a book about
Ramanujanwhere he’s collected a lot of
documents. I sent Matt a whole bunch
of materials that I had on Ramanujan,
that I had used. Then I think he turned
to Ken Ono and Manjul Bhargava.
Also, the mother of Devika Bhise, who
plays Janaki [Ramanujan’s wife] in the
film, functioned as a sort of cultural
consultant on Indian practises.

* Published by theNational Book Trust, ISBN 9788123770437
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By the way, Arundhati Nag,
who plays Ramanujan’s mother
Komalatammal, hasn’t been getting
as much attention as I think she
deserves. I think she did an incredible
job of playing Ramanujan’s mother.
She is such a combination of fierce
possessiveness, of possessing her
son; then there’s an antagonism, or
discomfort, with Janaki. And she plays
it so beautifully, I was really stunned
that she hasn’t gotten more attention.
I think if she were to win a supporting
actress awardor something, thatwould
be wonderful.

NR:Ramanujan’smother was one of
the main characters in your book
as well. The driving force behind
Ramanujan, in some sense.

RK:That’s true. She appears in the book,
but I think in the movie she…

NR: She was able to carry it off?

RK: She carried it off, exactly. You
feel her living force. It’s really quite
remarkable.

NR: Towards the end of your
book, you talk about the “gang
of three”—Bruce Berndt, George
Andrews, Richard Askey—and you
say it was left to them to “restore
Ramanujan’s reputation”. Why do
you think it was left to these three
American mathematicians more
than those in India to throw fresh
light on Ramanujan and his work?

RK: I don’t think I can answer that.
I think I would have to be more
knowledgeable about the conditions
in India in the 1970s and 80s, to be able
to say.

A friend of mine here in Baltimore
is an artist. Not a famous one, but she
does murals. She was telling me how
she’s unknown in Baltimore. But all
she has to do is go over to Cleveland
or Chicago, where she did a mural,
and all of a sudden, she was the great
muralist from Baltimore from their
point of view. So it was outside her
home community where she was taken
more seriously or more respected. Or
they made more of a fuss about her.

I’m not claiming that that’s the
reason—I’m sure it’s much more
complicated and the social conditions
in India are different from those in
the United States. The conditions of
mathematicians in India are probably
different from mathematicians in the
U.S. But my initial answer applies—I
really can’t answer the question.

CSA: In this connection, I
would like to add something
which came to my mind. K.
Chandrasekharan, while at TIFR
in the 1960s, had published
the notebooks of Ramanujan.

RK: So that preceded the discovery of
the so-called Lost Notebook?

CSA: That’s right.

RK: Well, my book came about in a
strange way. I had never heard of
Ramanujan in 1988. An editor who
had no mathematical training, no
mathematical experience whatsoever,
showed this very small article that
corresponded to the hundredth
anniversary ofRamanujan’s birth.Who
can explain the workings of fate, how
these things happen? Her interest in
the bare bones of the story led to this
route that we can’t explain—my book,
and that in turn led to the movie, and
it’s very strange.

NR: I think when you first arrived
in India, in Madras, you took an
autorickshaw and you ran into a
fellow passenger who turned out to
be the grandson of Narayana Iyer,
who had worked with Ramanujan
at the Madras Port Trust…

RK: Unbelievable. I mean, if somebody
wrote a novel with that scene, you
would say, “Oh, the novel is flawed.
It couldn’t possibly happen.” But it’s
nonfiction. It did happen!

NR: Has Ramanujan’s story affected
you personally? Of course, you’ve
written the book and now it’s
been made into a movie. But on
a personal level?

RK: I suppose in this way: When I came

to India, in 2011, to give a series of
lectures that were built around this
idea of “Ramanujan as Everyman”.
The “everyman” idea often gets a
capital “E”—it’s like a symbol or a
representation of the average man. For
some reason, it’s been very important
to me to get across the idea that some
of the same obstacles that Ramanujan
faced, are faced by everybody. And
recently, in Baltimore, there have
been racial tensions—there’s a lot of
poverty, a lot of people who don’t get
the opportunity that they need in order
to prosper, to do well, to economically
or intellectually or socially advance.
I’ve often thought of the story of
Ramanujan in that sense. Right here
in America, which in general is a rich
country, there are many pockets of
terrible poverty and injustice. It’s hard
not to think of all these Ramanujans
right here in America, who are not
getting what they need in order to
advance.

“ It’s important
for somebody who
does intellectual or
artistic work, to have
around him some-
body who he is very
“connected” with
So that’s one aspect. The other, I think,
is the friendship between Ramanujan
and Hardy. It’s nice to be surrounded
by your wife, your friends, and your
colleagues. But it’s probably even more
important, I think, for somebody who
does intellectual or artistic work, to
have around him somebody who he
is very “connected” with—it’s got an
intellectual component and it’s got
an emotional component, together
and inseparable. I’ve thought about
that a lot in my relationship with my
wife, who gives me much of that kind
of combination of intellectual and
emotional connection. When I think
of Ramanujan and Hardy, I think of
the central importance of that kind of
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relationship, at least to some people—
certainly to me.

“The way I see the
movie, it’s about
friendship

CSA: Given that you mentioned the
racial tensions in Baltimore…I just
remembered that Ken Ono himself
has written a book about his
experiences and how Ramanujan
has influenced him. So, in some
sense, the story of Ramanujan
that you brought out may have
given a voice to people who have
gone through similar experiences,
perhaps.

In the book, apart from
Hardy, you also brought out the
role of E.H. Neville, who was
quite instrumental in persuading
Ramanujan to travel to Cambridge
and getting him there. When
Ramanujan arrived in England,
Neville and his wife made a home
for him, in some sense. So is
Neville’s role, that you brought out
so beautifully in the book, depicted
in the movie?

RK: No, it’s not. I talked to Matt about
that. He told me how in early versions
of the script, Neville was very much
part of it. But when there’s so much to
get across…that was one of the things
that didn’t make it into the movie. I
felt bad about that—I agree with you,
and I appreciate your close reading of
my book. I agree that Neville did play
an important role and I think he was
important to Ramanujan and I thought
it was a shame that he didn’t make
it into the movie. But on the other
hand, I understand Matt’s decision.
Sometimes you need to keep a very
close focus on the central story, which
of course is Ramanujan and Hardy.

CSA: Absolutely. I can understand.
It’s just that I remembered that
because you brought out the
question of intellectual and
emotional company. I think Neville
was perhaps playing a role

somewhere in between.

RK: That’s right.

NR: To quote again from your
book, you say that “Ramanujan’s
life can be made to serve as
parable for almost any lesson
you want to draw from it…model,
inspiration, warning, or instructive
case history.” With this Hollywood
movie, what parable does
Ramanujan’s story convey now?
Does the story take on a new layer
of meaning, do you think?

RK: The way I see the movie, it’s about
friendship. In that sense, it’s a little bit
simpler. The movie makes a lot about
the distinction between mathematical
intuition, and the requirement for
mathematical proof and rigour. Which
is certainly part of the book, and it
became in the movie quite central.
That tension came to stand for the
difference between Ramanujan and
Hardy as people. But I’d say in the
movie, it all came down to—I’m not
sure there’s a parable in there—a
strange and wonderful and peculiar
friendship that didn’t have many of
the conventional hallmarks, or doesn’t
seem like a regular friendship. But
it was. Just a little odd—or a lot odd
[Laughs].

CSA: It was also new for Hardy, who
was used to one kind of research
process—rigorous proofs and so
on—and then he meets someone
like Ramanujan who had a very
different take on creativity. Hardy
also acknowledges this in several
different ways. Does the movie also
bring out the idea that there could
be different forms of creativity?

RK: I think so; definitely. I think
that’s a mainstay of the film. Hardy
is by no means presented as god
or superior, or anything like that.
We see his limitations, as much as
we see Ramanujan’s limitations. In
fact, one review of the movie said,
“How unusual for a movie where, in
some ways, we don’t like either of the
main characters.” [Laughs] Ramanujan
and Hardy both clearly have their

weaknesses. Hardy doesn’t know what
to make of Ramanujan.

It would be interesting—I don’t
know if this has been done—for a
historian of mathematics to compare
the mathematics that Hardy did up
until 1913,with themathematics that he
did after 1920, and look for anypatterns
and perhaps, who knows, influences
from the style of doing mathematics
that Ramanujan brought to his life.
That would be very interesting. I don’t
know whether you could do it, but in
principle it might be an interesting
research topic.

NR: Is this the final word on
Ramanujan? Do you think there’s
enough material for a new
biography?

RK: Oh yes, certainly. Ramanujan is
such a rich topic that I’m sure that ten,
twenty or thirty years later somebody
else will do another biography of
Ramanujan, bringing new material
and new insights that I wasn’t able
to bring. In part because he would be
another person, and in part because
new information has been revealed
in the years since I wrote the book.
Somebody once figured out that the
American president Abraham Lincoln
has had hundreds of biographies,
and Isaac Newton has had many
biographies. There’s no such thing as
a definitive biography. It’s a process,
it’s a work in being, a collective work in
process.

CSA: You have written many other
books, but, certainly after this
movie, you’re going to be identified
most as the author of The Man
Who Knew Infinity, as Ramanujan’s
biographer. I’m sure you’ve had a
similar level of involvement when
you wrote the other books too.

RK: I think that often happens with
authors, that even though somebody
spends an entire lifewriting books, one
or maybe two turn out to be the ones
that he’s most remembered for. I think
that’s how it’s going to turn out with
The Man Who Knew Infinity. What am I
going to do? [Laughs] �
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Ramanujan: The Patron Saint of π Explorers

by vishaka datta

π, the all-pervading mathematical constant, has always fascinated mathematicians.
Srinivasa Ramanujan was no exception. In 1914, he derived a set of infinite series
that seemed to be the fastest way to approximate π. However, these series were never
employed for this purpose until 1985, when it was used to compute 17 million terms of
the continued fraction of π. And in the years preceding this computing feat, there were
breakthroughs in understandingwhy Ramanujan’s series approximated π sowell. This
article explores this recently gained understanding of Ramanujan’s series, while also
discussing alternative approaches to approximate π.
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William Shanks, a nineteenth-century amateur
British mathematician, had a flair for

computation. Aside from having published a table of
prime numbers up to 60, 000, he computed highly accurate
estimates—correct up to 137 decimal places—of the natural
logarithms of 2, 3, 5, 7 and 10. However, his most accurate
calculation would be that of π.

Mathematically, Shanks’ π calculation can never end; π
is not a rational number, whichmeans its decimal expansion
is infinite in length, with no repeating pattern. The common
rational approximation of π, 22/7, has an infinitely long but
repeating decimal expansion (3.142857142857 . . .), aside
from being incorrect from the third decimal place onwards.

Around 1873, Shanks computedπ to 707decimal places, a
record at the time, by employing an infinite series discovered
by the astronomer JohnMachin [1],

π
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The above formula involves the sum of an infinite series of
terms. The number of terms that need to be evaluated to
provide the desired number of digits of π is determined by
the convergence of the series sum. “Convergence” refers to the
rate of increase in the number of correct digits of a sum as
the number of terms evaluated increases.

Machin’s formula converges to π at the rate of about
one or two digits per term, i.e., calculating an additional
term of the series provides one or two extra digits of π
[2]. Thus, Shanks must have evaluated at least 500 terms
of Machin’s formula! Alas, in 1944, it was discovered that
Shanks’ calculation was incorrect from the 527-th digit
onwards [3].

But Shanks wasn’t alone in exploring π with an infinite
series. A few decades later, a 1914 issue of the Quarterly
Journal of Pure and Applied Mathematics would carry one
of the world’s first glimpses of what G.H. Hardy had
termed as Srinivasa Ramanujan’s “invincible originality” [4].
Ramanujan’s publication, titled “Modular Equations and
Approximations to π”, contained not one, but seventeen
different series that converged so rapidly to π that one could
match the accuracy of Shanks’ monumental effort despite
evaluating far fewer terms.

In the subsequent decades, two developments radically
advanced efforts to compute the digits of π. First,
considerable efforts to understand themethods employed by
Ramanujan gave rise to recipes to build series that converged
even faster than Ramanujan’s original series expansions.
And in parallel to these efforts, the rapid increase in
computingpowerwouldmake it possible to evaluatemillions
of terms from these series to give enough digits of π to
populate an entire bookshelf if printed (Figure 1).

The computing has not stopped. In 2013, Alexander Yee,
then a graduate student at the University of Illinois at

Urbana-Champaign, USA and Shigeru Kondo, an engineer
in Japan, went far beyond Shanks’ imagination. Kondo ran a
program called y-cruncher, written by Yee, to compute 12.1
trillion digits of π, a record at the time for the most number
of digits of π calculated [5]. Their computation took over 94
days on a self-assembled desktop computer [5].

Feats of π digit computation such as these are rarely
required for any physical calculation. Indeed, only 39
digits of π are required to compute the volume of the
known universe to an accuracy of a single atom [6].
But the execution of large computations, such as ones
that find digits of π, have led to quicker algorithms for
multiplying numbers. “I’m more interested in the methods
for computing it [π] rather than the actual digits,” says Yee,
who specializes inhighperformance andparallel computing.
These computations have also helped spot flaws in computer
circuits. In 1985, David Harold Bailey, a mathematician and
computer scientist who has co-developed several well known
series of π, once found a fault in the hardware of a nasa
supercomputer while attempting to compute 29 million
digits of π [7].

But the thrill and motivation to find digits of π goes far
beyond this for most π enthusiasts.

The question ofwhether patterns exist in the digits ofπ is
a question that has possessedmany through the ages. “What
if I gave you a sequence of a million digits from π? Could
you tell me the next digit just by looking at the sequence?”
asked Gregory Chudnovsky, now a professor at New York
University [8]. In 1989, Gregory, alongwith his brother, David
Chudnovsky, published a series expansion of π that provides
14 additional digits of π upon evaluating each term [9, 10].
This series expansion is quite popular in the π computing
community. It is, in fact, the same series that was used
by Yee and Kondo in 2013 during their 12.1 trillion digit π
computation.

While the Chudnovskys employed mathematical
methods similar to those inRamanujan’s 1914 paper to derive
their series formula for π, the terms they derive in their
final series are different from those of Ramanujan. Themost
popular series supplied by Ramanujan in 1914, which gives 8
digits of π for every term evaluated, is

1

π
=

2
√
2

992

∞∑
k=0

(4k)!

k!4
26390k + 1103

3964k
. (1)

Mathematicians have worked out the recipes from which
to derive Ramanujan’s series [3, 11]. This article will broadly
explore the reasons for the rapid convergence of this series.

Our first step is to look at Machin’s formula, the one
employed by Shanks in 1873. It involves adding the terms of a
series representation of the inverse trigonometric function
tan−1(x). These functions are encountered when one has
to compute an angle in a triangle given the lengths of
its sides. Other inverse trigonometric functions include
those of sin−1(x) and sec−1(x). The first known infinite
series representations of these functions were computed by
Madhava (1340–1425), and also by Gottfried Leibniz (1646–
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Figure 1: The progressive increase in the record held for the number of digits of π calculated. Advances in computer technology
and algorithms, and the derivation of new infinite series, led to over a trillion digits of π being computed in 2002. Records and
dates sourced from Wikipedia, https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Chronology_of_computation_of_%CF%80

1716) [12]:

tan−1(x) = x− x3

3
+

x5

5
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2

)
x3

3
+
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)
x5

5
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Since tan−1(1) = π/4, we can substitute x = 1 in the
series for tan−1(x) to compute digits of π. Similarly, since
sin−1(1/2) = π/6, substituting x = 1/2 in the series for
sin−1(x) gives digits of π. However, these series converge
more slowly to π than Machin’s formula and are rarely used
for this purpose.

Amongst his other contributions to mathematics and
philosophy, Leibniz is famous for developing integral
calculus. Leibniz considered an integral to be solved if a
closed form solution, or a formula, could be derived for it.
For instance, the integral

∫ x

0
cos(x)dx is solved since it is

equal to sin(x). Remarkably, the same inverse trigonometric
functions described earlier emerge as solutions to the
following integrals

tan−1(x) =

∫ x

0

dt

1 + t2
,

sin−1(x) =

∫ x

0

dt√
1− t2

.

In the search for such closed form representations of
integrals,mathematicians encountered some that seemingly

evaded solution, such as the elliptic integral of the first kind,∫ π/2

0

1√
1− k2 sin2(u)

du,

which is denoted asK(k), where 0 < k < 1 is a parameter.
Eventually, Joseph Liouville (1809–1882) would prove that
there exist integrals whose solution cannot be expressed in a
closed form in terms of functions such as the trigonometric
functions.

The elliptic integralK(k) arises in physics, for instance,
when one attempts to compute the time period of a simple
pendulum. For a simple pendulumof length ℓ, its timeperiod
of oscillation, T , is given by

T = 4

√
ℓ

g
K

(
sin
(
θ0
2

))
, (2)

where θ0 is the maximum amplitude of oscillation. High-
school physics textbooks typically teach that T ≈ 2π

√
ℓ/g.

This value of T is accurate only when sin (θ0/2) is close
to zero, which occurs when θ0 is very close to zero. This
corresponds to a pendulum that has a very small amplitude
of oscillation. Since K(k = 0) = π/2, and sin (θ0/2) ≈ 0
in this case, we get K (sin (θ0/2)) ≈ K(0) = π/2. By
substituting this value ofK (sin (θ0/2)) in equation (2), we
get T ≈ 2π

√
ℓ/g.

This integral is central to the emergence of not only
Ramanujan’s many series of 1/π, but is also the basis of
iterative methods that improve upon a starting “guess” of the
value of π in a step-wise fashion. They provide an alternate
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way of finding digits of π without having to evaluate terms
of an infinite series. Iterative methods of π can be loosely
thought to work in the following fashion

Estimate of π at step #(n)

= Estimate of π at step #(n− 1)

+ (or) × term to reduce error of estimate at step #(n− 1).
(3)

This brings us to the iterative method known as the
arithmetic-geometric mean (AGM), proposed by Carl
Friedrich Gauss (1777–1855) [11]. In the AGM, one starts with
twonumbersa0 and b0, and computes, or iterates, successive
values a0, a1, a2, . . . and b0, b1, b2, . . . by the following rule

an+1 =
an + bn

2
, bn+1 =

√
anbn

In 1975, Richard Brent and Eugene Salamin independently
developed an iterative method to compute π by using an
AGM iteration starting with values a0 = 1 and b0 = 1/

√
2

[13]. Below are the first four iterations of the Brent–Salamin
formula, where only the correct decimal places are shown

π0 = 2.9142 . . .

π1 = 3.14 . . .

π2 = 3.1415926 . . .

π3 = 3.141592653589793238 . . .

π4 = 3.141592653589793238

4626433832795028841971 . . .

The value ofπ4 is correct up to 41 places after four iterations.
The next iterated value, π5, is correct up to 84 places. In
fact, it can be shown that the number of correct decimal
places of π obtained by this method roughly doubles at each
iteration, i.e., πn is correct to roughly 2n decimal places.
This is a very rapid rate of convergence, referred to as
quadratic convergence. In comparison, obtaining 84 places of
π throughMachin’s formula requires us to evaluate 70 terms
of the tan−1(x) series.

Much of the theory explaining the convergence of
methods that iteratively calculate π, like the Brent–Salamin
Formula, has been worked out by the Borwein brothers,
Jonathan and David [11]. Their theory not only provides a
recipe for creating iterative schemes that can outrun the
Brent–Salamin Formula in reaching π, but also shines light
on the convergence of Ramanujan’s collection of series.

The Borweins’ recipe consists of two vital ingredients—
singular moduli andmultipliers. The parameter k in the elliptic
integral K(k) is referred to as the integral’s modulus. One
evaluates the integral by substituting different values of the
modulus. For instance,K(k = 0) = π/2 . Eachmodulus has
an associated complementary modulus k′ of K(k) defined
by k′ =

√
1− k2. The elliptic integral evaluated at k′ is

either represented as K ′(k) or K(k′), and is referred to as
the complementary elliptic integral.

Recall that Liouville had proved that it is not possible to
write a formula that gives us the value of the integral K(k)

for all values of k. There are, however, certain special values
of the modulus k for which this is possible. For example,

K

(
k =

1√
2

)
=

C

4
√
π

where C = 13.145 . . . is a constant. But this isn’t the
most surprising property of K(k) evaluated at k = 1/

√
2.

At this modulus, K ′(1/
√
2)/K(1/

√
2) = 1. There are an

infinite number of suchmoduli, called singular moduli, where
K ′(kn)/K(kn) =

√
n when n is an integer [14]. Some

singular values are shown in Table 1. The second ingredient
for building an iterative method is the notion of multipliers
between two different moduli that are related by a modular
equation. To explore these two ideas, consider the relation

K(k) =
1

1 + k
K

(
2
√
k

1 + k

)
= M2(l, k)K(l),

where l = 2
√
k/(1 + k). Squaring both sides of this

equation gives us l2(1 + k)2 − 4k = 0. Equations of
this form, which relate the two different moduli k and l,
are called modular equations. The above relation defines a
second order, or quadratic, modular equation. The quantity
M2(l, k) = K(k)/K(l) is the multiplier of order 2 between
k and l, since it corresponds to moduli that are related by a
quadratic equation. In general, the multiplier of p-th order is
Mp(l, k) = K(k)/K(l), where k and l are related by a p-th
degree modular equation.

We now have all the ingredients of the Borweins’ recipe
to build an iterative method to calculate π. To illustrate a
method from this recipe, consider the iterative rule which
involves a function α defined as follows

ln+1 =
1−

√
1− l2n

1 +
√
1− l2n

, (4a)

αn+1 = (1 + ln+1)
2αn − 2n+1

√
rln+1, (4b)

where ln denotes the singularmodulus computed at then-th
iteration; r is a positive integer whose choice is not relevant
here. Themodular equation [equation (4a)] is derived froma
quadratic equation, which is why the square of the reciprocal
of the second-order multiplierM2(ln, ln+1) = 1/(1 + ln+1)
pre-multipliesαn in equation (4b). In general, if a p-th order
modular equation is used in deriving equation (4a), then
1/M2

p (ln, ln+1) pre-multiplies αn in equation (4b).
If we start iterating this method with l0 = k1 = 1/

√
2,

we obtain l1 = k4 ≈ 0.1715, l2 = k16 ≈ 0.0074, and so on,
with thesemoduli ultimately reaching zero, as can be seen in
Table 1. At the same time α1,α2, . . . converge quadratically
to 1/π.

The quadratic convergence of equations (4a),(4b) is
because ln+1 is calculated from ln using a quadraticmodular
equation. Convergence to 1/π is accelerated if a higher
order modular equation is used to derive equation (4a). As
the order of the modular equation used is increased, the
iterations jump between moduli that are farther away than
when a lower order equation is used. This means that the
moduli are more quickly declining to zero. In the general
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kn K′(k)/K(k)

k2 =
√
2− 1 = 0.4142 . . .

√
2

k3 = (−1 +
√
3)/2

√
2 = 0.2588…

√
3

k4 = 3− 2
√
2 = 0.1715 . . .

√
4 = 2

...
...

k16 = (−1 + 4
√
2)4(3 + 2

√
2) = 0.0074…

√
16 = 4

...
...

Table 1: Singular moduli of the elliptic integral K(k) [15]

scheme of iterative methods like equation (3), this leads to
a quicker correction of errors at each step.

Imagine the iterative process of computing 1/π as
crossing a river starting at one bank (the initial value) by
jumping between rocks placed in the river (the singular
moduli) to reach the other bank (1/π). Iterations with a p-
th order modular equation is much like jumping from one
rock to the p-th rock, instead of merely stepping from one
rock to the immediate next one. This means that one crosses
(converges) faster to the other bank.

Each term of Ramanujan’s 1/π series in equation
(1) can be written in terms of the rapidly converging
α functions defined by the Borweins in equation (4b).
Most remarkably, these terms contain singular moduli and
multipliers obtained from a 58-th order modular equation
[3]. While techniques to evaluate such higher order singular
moduli have been developed today, this is perhaps yet
another reminder of the immense arsenal of computational
techniques that Ramanujan had at his command.

In comparison to the iterative methods that seem to
gallop towards π, Ramanujan’s series appear to converge far
more slowly, with each termproviding only 8 correct decimal
places ofπ. In reality, however, the iterativemethods are a lot
slower to run on computers compared to seriesmethods. “In
practice, theChudnovsky formula ismore than 3 times faster
than AGMmethods,” says Yee.

Some multi-million digit π computations carried out
in the early 1980s used iterative methods like the Brent–
Salamin Formula despite their relatively slower speed [3].
For reasons yet unclear, Ramanujan’s collection of series
were rarely used in π computations. That all changed in
1985 when Ralph William Gosper, a computer scientist and
mathematician,went on a record-setting voyage through the
digits of π using Ramanujan’s 1/π series.

“I first saw the Ramanujan series while an
undergraduate, in The World of Mathematics books. I was so
envious of Ramanujan’s results,” recalls Gosper. Hewas then
a student at the Massachussetts Institute of Technology,
working toward a bachelor’s degree in mathematics.
One of Gosper’s research interests include the study of
continued fraction representations of real numbers. These
are representations of the form

x = a0 +
b1

a1 +
b2

a2 +
b3

a3 + . . .

where a0, a1, a2, . . . and b0, b1, b2, . . . are integers. Such
a representation is a simple continued fraction if each of
b0, b1, b2 . . . are equal to one. In this case, the simple
continued fraction can be concisely represented as
[a0; a1, a2, . . .]. If x is rational, the number of continued
fraction terms is finite; but if x is irrational, like in the case
of π, the number of fractional terms is infinite. The first
hundred terms of the simple continued fraction of π are
shown in Figure 2.
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Figure 2: The first 100 terms of the simple continued fractions
of π and e. It is intriguing that though both constants are
irrational, the terms of the simple continued fraction of e
display a strikingly simple pattern when compared to those
of π.

Gosper utilized Ramanujan’s 1/π series [equation (1)] to not
only compute digits of π but also to find as many terms
of its continued fraction representation as he could. Unlike
the Chudnovskys, who focussed on patterns in the decimal
expansion of π, Gosper looked for patterns in the continued
fraction. “If you can prove that the absence of patterns
persists, you settle the age-old question of the irrationality
of π + e, πe, π/e, etc.,” says Gosper. Here, e refers to the
irrational number that is the base of the natural logarithm,
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which arises in many mathematical and physical problems.
Even today, it is unknown if the sum, product and quotient
of ewithπ are irrational. The number e seems different from
π in that the terms of its simple continued fraction display a
clear pattern compared to those of π (Figure 2).

Gosper computed over 17 million digits of π, a record
at the time, as well as a little more than 17 million terms
in the continued fraction of π [3]. He also found the
largest term known in the simple continued fraction of π
(878783625) which is the 11, 504, 931-th term. While his
π digit record was short-lived, his record for the largest
continued fraction term computed stood for over a decade.
He fondly remembers this computation as he encountered
his “lifetime’s most terrifying bug”. Had he not routinely
checked his computation at intermediate stages, he might
have shared in the bad luck of William Shanks. “My π would
have been wrong and I’d have been clueless,” he says.

This wasn’t the only twist in the tale of Gosper’s
computation. When he ran his program, there was no proof
at the time thatRamanujan’s1/π series actually converged to
1/π. He reportedly had to compare the first 10 million digits
with an earlier π digit calculation. This verification was also
the first preliminary proof that Ramanujan’s series actually
converged to π [3].

The years since 1985 have seen multiple publications
propose and study generalizations of Ramanujan’s 1/π
series. In 2007, one such paper titled “Ramanujan-Type
Formulae for 1/π: A Second Wind?” was uploaded to the
Internet by Wadim Zudilin, a Russian number theorist [16].
The author intended to “…survey the methods of proofs
of Ramanujan’s formulae and indicate recently discovered
generalizations, some of which are not yet proven.” And on
Pi Day 2016, celebrated each year on 14 March (since the
date can be written as 3/14), Alexander Yee released more
software from his work on y-cruncher that allows other π
enthusiasts to go (decimal) places with π.

Evidently, even more digits of π lie within our
computational grasp while mathematicians still find new
ripples from the splash created by Ramanujan’s paper over a
hundred years ago. �
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The Coming of Age of

Mathematics in India

raghavan narasimhan

T o most people, the words “Indian Mathematics” probably
suggest, first, the romantic figure of Srinivasa Ramanujan and
then, perhaps, the contributions of the ancients (Aryabhata,

Bhaskara, Brahmagupta and so on). To a professional mathematician
of today, they might also suggest the Tata Institute of Fundamental
Research in Bombay and the many excellent mathematicians it has
produced. However, during the period 1900–1950, there were several
centres of mathematical activity in India about which people outside
India, and even most Indians, know very little.

Text reproduced with permission from Miscellanea Mathematica, pp. 235–258, Springer-Verlag Berlin Heidelberg, 1991. doi:
10.1007/978-3-642-76709-8_15, ISBN 978-3-642-76709-8. Certain information has been updated in the form of footnotes.
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In what follows, I shall try to describe some of the
figures who, often under very difficult circumstances, kept
mathematical tradition alive in India. Their workmay not be
of great interest to a present day mathematician, but it was
good work for the time and was very influential in attracting
talented people to the subject. I am well aware that many
more people merit inclusion than the ones I shall mention,
but I hope that despite the shortcomings of my discussion,
the general picture that emerges will reflect, at least with
some accuracy, the state of affairs during the period 1900–
1950.

India’s position in the world of mathematics has become
more important since 1950, due largely to the achievements
of the School of Mathematics of the Tata Institute. I shall
discuss the early days of the Tata Institute since they mark
this change. A great deal of research comparable to the best
work of the people discussed below was done at the Tata
Institute, but I shall pass over this in silence. A full treatment
would require an article longer than the present one and it
might be difficult for me to be objective.

I shall not discuss scientistswhoworked formost of their
productive lives outside India. Thus, I shall leave out of the
discussion some of the best scientists of Indian origin; the
most obvious of these are S. Chandrasekhar and Harish-
Chandra.

Nor shall I deal with Ramanujan. A great deal has
been written about him and his work recently, especially in
connectionwith the “Centennial Year” (Ramanujanwas born
in 1887). Nevertheless, I believe that Ramanujan still awaits
his mathematical biographer. It is very difficult to assess his
work and put it in proper context in the mathematics of
today.

Most aspects of life in India were controlled by the
British in the nineteenth century and the first third of the
twentieth; this certainly was the case with education. In
1857, the British established three universities, at Calcutta
(which was the capital of India from 1833 to 1912), Bombay

and Madras. Their aim was not the encouragement of
intellectual activity. Rather, it was to produce a sizeable
group of Indian “civil servants,” Indians who would learn
the English language and be sufficiently familiar with
western ways and thought to be of real assistance to the
British in administering territory of the size of the Indian
subcontinent. The Civil Service offered the best paid jobs
with the greatest security as well as a certain degree of
authority over others. That this was attractive to relatively
poor Indianswhowere oftenpart of a large family is certainly
understandable. But this system of education had no room
for independent thinkers who might dedicate themselves to
scientific research. The British did not want any challenge to
their authority which independent thinkers might well have
made. Thus the educational atmosphere was not conducive
to a real academic career as we picture it now. Teaching was
so abysmally paid that it couldnot hope to attract able people.
The age of retirement was 55, and active people had to look
for other positions when they were perhaps past their prime.

The university system which was set up was not
centralised. It was not like the system of rather large
centres (often state universities) that existed in Europe or
that one finds in the United States today. The system in
India was modeled on the University of London (according
to Sir Charles Wood’s Education Despatch of 1854), and
consisted of a large number of small colleges affiliated to
some university; some of these colleges, such as Presidency
College in Madras and St. Stephen’s in Delhi, predate the
creation of the universities. Thus, when mention is made
in what follows of a scientist being at some university, it
should be remembered that this often meant that he was
at one of the colleges where the teaching was onerous and
the opportunity to influence students limited. There were
some university positions outside the colleges, but except in
Calcutta, the people who occupied them did little teaching,
and their influence on the students was, at best, through
their research and by example.

RAGHAVAN NARASIMHAN (1937–2015) was a mathematician at the University of Chicago who worked on real and
complex manifolds and who solved the Levi problem for complex spaces. The views contained in this article are
not necessarily those of TIMC.
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There was another way in which the British had a
negative effect on mathematics in India. Mathematics in
Britain was in a lamentable state in the second half of the
nineteenth century. Despite the work of men such as Cayley
and Sylvester, the British took almost no part in the great
expansion of ideas which was occurring in Germany, France
and Italy.

With the emergence of G.H. Hardy (1877–1947) and
J.E. Littlewood (1885–1977), real analysis and certain aspects
of number theory and of complex analysis were being
practised at very high levels. But until the forties, there was
no one in Britain who understood the work of, say, Poincare
or Hilbert. In his presidential address to the Mathematical
Association at London in 1926, Hardy discussed the state
of research in the country and characterised it as follows:
“Occasional flashes of insight, isolated achievements
sufficient to show that the ability is really there, but, for
the most part, amateurism, ignorance, incompetence, and
triviality.”

The men who came from Britain to India to take charge
of the universities were the less successful products of
the British system. As far as I am aware, only one real
British mathematician accepted a position in India; this was
W.H. Young, who was at Calcutta for part of each year from
1913 to 1916, and I shall say somethingabouthim inamoment.
But the large majority of the mathematicians who came
to India did no research of their own, encouraged none in
others, and transmitted a constipated view of mathematics
to those with whom they came into contact. These same
men were also often placed at the head of entire education
programs for the provinces (large states into which India
was then divided).
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W.H. Young G.C. Young
W.H.Youngbegan todo serious research inmathematics

rather late in life; he and his wife, G.C. Young, who was
also an excellent mathematician, began to do fundamental
work in real analysis in Göttingen where they lived from
1897 to 1908. Young’s permanent residence was outside
Britain from 1897 till his death in 1942 (in Switzerland).
Young, Vitali and Lebesgue were led, independently of each
other, to define the Lebesgue integral, but it was Lebesgue
who proved the main convergence theorems and other
basic properties which make this integral indispensable in
real analysis. Young’s work on Fourier series (the so-called
Young–Hausdorff inequality comes readily to mind) was, in
some ways, even more original.

Young was not appreciated in Britain; his candidacy for

a professorship at Cambridge was not taken seriously and
he accepted a chair at Calcutta in 1913. He spent the winter
months of three years at Calcutta, leaving the university in
1916. He was also Professor of the Philosophy and History
of Mathematics in Liverpool where he lectured during the
summer months. He moved to Aberystwyth as Professor of
Pure Mathematics in 1919.

Mathematics in Britain was
in a lamentable state in the

second half of the
nineteenth century

To return to our discussion, I believe that the negative
effects of the British system in India were made worse by
the Indian mentality. There was a passiveness, not to say
fatalism, among even the intellectual elite. However well
Indians might follow a trail already blazed, there were few
whowere ready to take the risks of striking out on their own.
One meets this attitude in India even today.

Fortunately, there were exceptions to what I have just
said. (Sir) Asutosh Mookerjee (1864–1924), following the
lead of Mahendra Lal Sircar, was among the first to propose
the idea that a university should be a centre of independent
intellectual activity, of research, and of teaching of high
quality at all levels. Mookerjee came up through the British
systemandwas appointed a judge of theCalcuttaHighCourt
in 1904.

This remarkable man had always been interested in
mathematics; he wrote some interesting papers dealing
with aspects of plane algebraic curves and of differential
equations in the years 1883–1890.HebecameVice-Chancellor
of Calcutta University in 1906 and began systematically
to improve the university. He brought talented people to
Calcutta (S. Mukhopadhyay and N.R. Sen among them; see
below). He founded the Calcutta Mathematical Society in
1908.Hedid his best to encourage talent andused the Society
to bring the few researchers in India together and to publish
their work (in the Bulletin of the Society).

Asutosh Mookerjee
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The mathematical work of Asutosh Mookerjee is
forgotten. His pursuit of the idea that Indians could, and
should, undertake serious scientific investigations, that
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they should have, and raise, academic standards will not be
forgotten so quickly.

Other universities were established from 1882 on.* Some
of them began to attract individual mathematicians who
did their best to do research and to improve the quality of
teaching. In doing this, these men were certainly making
personal sacrifices. They were generally able people and
could easily have passed the examinations leading to the civil
service,which, as alreadymentioned,meant goodpay and an
assured future. Instead, they chose to pursue an academic
career which was ill paid, involved a great deal of drudgery
and where advancement, even for the most talented, was
problematic. Their dedication kept mathematical tradition
alive and made conditions somewhat better for those who
followed.

Among the places where some good work was being
done (in the period 1900–1950) were the following: Calcutta
(and Dacca), Benares, Lucknow, Allahabad, Aligarh, Punjab,
Delhi, Poona and Bombay, Bangalore, Annamalai, Andhra,
and Madras. I shall attempt to describe briefly some of the
pure and applied mathematicians who functioned in these
places. Calcutta and Madras were the most important of
them, and I shall take them up at the end.

A few individual
mathematicians kept
mathematical tradition alive
and made conditions
somewhat better for those
who followed

Before starting, let me try to locate these places
geographically. I shall assume that the reader knows where
Calcutta, Delhi, Bombay and Madras are (corresponding
roughly to the east, north, west and south respectively).
Benares, now known as Varanasi, is a holy city on theGanges
river about midway between Calcutta and Delhi. Allahabad
is not far from Benares, to the west. Lucknow is some 200
miles northwest of Benares. Aligarh is a little southeast of
Delhi. Punjab University was in Lahore which is now in
Pakistan, just west of the Indo–Pakistan frontier. It was
moved to Chandigarh after the partition of India. This city
was designed and built by Jawaharlal Nehru, LeCorbusier,
Maxwell Fry and the latter’s wife Jane Drew; because of
this, it is better known in the west than other Indian cities
of its size. Chandigarh is about 150 miles north of Delhi.
Poona isnearBombay, to the southeast. Bangalore is situated
some 200 miles west of Madras. Annamalai University is on

the outskirts of Chidambaram (an ancient centre of Hindu
religion) which is some 100 miles south of Madras. Andhra
University is in Waltair on the east coast of India, about 350
miles northeast of Madras.

Allahabad and Benares

One of the earliest influential figures in Indian
mathematics was Ganesh Prasad (1876–1935). After

early work in India, he went to Cambridge, England and
then to Göttingen and came under the influence of Klein
andHilbert. Hewrote some papers on differential geometry,
mainly concerning surfaces of constant curvature, soon after
his return to India. The bulk of his work is, however, on
potential theory and the summability of Fourier series.

Ganesh Prasad
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After a year or so in Allahabad, he was in Benares
from 1905–1914 and 1917–1923. He founded the Benares
Mathematical Society. He went to Calcutta in 1923 and
finished his career there. He also succeeded Asutosh
Mookerjee as President of the Calcutta Mathematical
Society.

Despite the fact that a large part of Ganesh Prasad’s work
(summability) was in the British tradition, he was one of the
first Indian mathematicians to feel continental influence.
He was a very powerful figure in mathematical circles. It is a
little hard to escape the feeling that he could have had amore
positive impact on Indian mathematics than he in fact did.

B.N. Prasad
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* As mentioned earlier, the universities of Calcutta, Bombay, and Madras were founded in 1857. Punjab University was established in 1882, Allahabad
University in 1887. The Benares Hindu University was founded in 1915, the Universities of Lucknow and Dacca in 1920, as was the Muslim University in
Aligarh.DelhiUniversitywas created in 1922byanActof the IndianLegislaturebut consisted thensimplyof three existing colleges; fundswereappropriated
for a separate campusonly in 1927. AndhraUniversitywas established in 1926, AnnamalaiUniversity in 1929. Jamshedji Tata longwanted to create a research
institute for technical training and donated land in Bangalore in 1898; the Indian Institute of Science was opened on this land in 1909 with funding from
Jamshedji’s sons, Dorabji and Ratanji, five years after Jamshedji’s death.
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The career of B.N. Prasad (1899–1966) had some
similarities to that of his teacher, Ganesh Prasad. He went
to England (Liverpool) and then to Paris. Much of his work
deals with the summability of Fourier series. But Prasad was
not happy with the British system as it worked in India.
He strongly advocated creating schools modeled on the
École Normale Supérieure in Paris. He lived to see the Tata
Institute flourish, but his hopes of heading an institution of
higher learning and research remained unfulfilled.

B.N. Prasad is a clear example of the sacrifices made
by able people who went into teaching and research.
His work was well thought of by such mathematicians
as Titchmarsh and Denjoy. Nevertheless, he remained a
lecturer atAllahabad formanyyears (1932–1946) andwas then
made aReader.He becameProfessor on a temporary basis in
1958; the appointment was made permanent in 1960, shortly
before his retirement.

B.N. Prasad also founded the Allahabad Mathematical
Society, which publishes its own journal even now. Two
others in Benares and Allahabad who must be mentioned
are V.V. Narlikar (1908–1991) and A.C. Banerji (1891–1968).
Both were applied mathematicians. Narlikar was principally
at Benares andwaswell known, at least in India, for his work
on relativity. Banerji taught at Allahabad from 1930 to 1952
and became Vice-Chancellor. He was a very broad-minded
man andheworked hard to expose his students to new ideas.
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V.V. Narlikar A.C. Banerji

Delhi, Lucknow, Aligarh

Two men who were active at St. Stephen’s College
in Delhi were Ram Behari (1897–1981) and

P.L. Bhatnagar (1912–1976). Ram Behari’s work was almost
entirely in differential geometry. He studied at Cambridge
and Dublin and was a student of J.L. Synge. His early work
was on classical questions (ruled surfaces and the like). In
later yearshiswork, donepartly in collaborationwith someof
his students, became broader and more modern. He moved
to the University of Delhi in 1947.

P.L. Bhatnagar worked both in pure and in applied
mathematics. He studied with A.C. Banerji and B.N. Prasad.
He was at Delhi from 1940 to 1955; he then moved to

Bangalore to head the department of applied mathematics*

at the Indian Institute of Science. He, too, did some work
on the summability of Fourier series, but the major part
of his work was in such fields as astrophysics and fluid
dynamics. He was also seriously interested in ancient Hindu
mathematics. Bhatnagar was very influential in developing
applied mathematics in India.
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Ram Behari P.L. Bhatnagar

B.R. Seth (1907–1979) too spent several years in Delhi
(1937–1949). His work was mainly on questions of elasticity
and fluid dynamics. In 1950, he moved to the newly created
Indian Institute of Technology at Kharagpur (near Calcutta).
He founded something of a school of applied mathematics
there.

A.N. Singh (1901–1954) spent most of his professional
life at Lucknow. He worked hard to attract students to the
subject; for example, he organised amathematics exhibition
regularly in thedepartment inanattempt tomake the subject
more popular. Most of his work was on differentiability
properties of functions of a real variable. He was also deeply
interested in the history of Hindu mathematics, and even
wrote a book on the subject.

Lucknow also had R.S. Varma (1905–1970) on its faculty
from 1938 to 1946. He worked on classical analytic questions
(integral transforms, special functions) till he moved to
Delhi. He worked for the Defence Science Organisation
from 1947 to 1962 and dealt with problems of ballistics and
operations research.

R.S. Varma
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The Muslim University at Aligarh had a very famous
mathematician on its faculty from 1930 to 1932:André Weil.
Sylvain Uvi, the well known Indologist, was approached by

* Now the department of mathematics.
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Syed Ross Masood (to whom E.M. Forster’s A Passage to India
is dedicated). Masood asked Levi if he could recommend
someone who was expert in Romance languages and in
French culture and history.Weil was very interested in India
and its culture, he knew Levi, and was willing to spend
some time in India. Masood had become Vice-Chancellor
at Aligarh in October, 1929 and offered Weil a Chair in
mathematics asbeing theonly oneavailable. Thus,Weil came
to India.

AtAligarh,Weil came into contactwithT.Vijayaraghavan
and D.D. Kosambi; I shall discuss them later. He had a
powerful impact on Vijayaraghavan, and helped to broaden
his view of mathematics (as Vijayaraghavan himself told
C.P. Ramanujam andmemore than once).
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André Weil

Weil clearly understood what needed to be done in the
colleges to improve the quality of the students and to make
them better prepared for research. His outline of the lecture
on this subject that he delivered to the Indian Mathematical
Society in 1931 is printed in vol. 1 of his collected works. It is
sad thatWeil’s remarks about the steps that need to be taken
apply with as much force today as when he made them.

The three men mentioned above were at Aligarh for
rather short periods. S.M. Shah (born 1905) was a junior
colleague of Weil’s in 1930 and remained in Aligarh till 1958.
He then left for the United States, where he has been since.*
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S.M. Shah

Shah worked extensively on functions of a complex
variable, in particular on entire functions. His work deals
largely with the growth properties of entire functions and
their Taylor coefficients.He andGanapathy Iyerwere among
the few Indians who were aware of the revolutionary ideas
of Rolf Nevanlinna concerning meromorphic functions and

Picard’s theorem.

Punjab

There are three well known number theorists to come
out of Punjab.

S. Chowla (born 1907) had his early training at Lahore.
He then studied in Cambridge and came under the influence
of Littlewood.He taught for awhile at Benares and at Andhra
University inWaltair.†Hethenbecameaprofessor at Lahore.
After the partition of India, he went to the Institute for
Advanced Study in Princeton in 1948 as a visiting member.
He held professorships in Kansas, Colorado and Penn State,
retired in 1976, and lives now in the United States.‡

S. Chowla
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Chowla’s work was very extensive. He obtained
very interesting results in analytic number theory (L-
functions, Waring’s problem and so on). He also worked
on combinatorial problems. The best known of his results
is part of work he did in collaboration with Atle Selberg on
the so-called Epstein zeta function. It is of importance in the
study of the class number of imaginary quadratic fields, and
has led to further important work, for instance, by B. Gross.
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R.P. Bambah Hansraj Gupta

Chowla was also very active in encouraging and
promoting students. His best Indian student was
R.P. Bambah (born 1925), who has done very interesting
work on the geometry of numbers. Bambah has spent most

* S.M. Shah died in 1996.
† Now, Visakhapatnam.
‡ S. Chowla died in 1995.
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of his life in Punjab; he is at present Vice-Chancellor of the
university at Chandigarh.*

The other number theorist from the Punjab referred to
above is Hansraj Gupta (1902–1988). Gupta was profilic,
and has written on several aspects of number theory. The
most important part of his work is on partitions. He did,
for example, some numerical work extending tables of the
number of partitions made by P.A. MacMahon which has
proved to be very useful.

Bombay, Poona, Bangalore,
Annamalai

The University of Bombay had no research department
inmathematics, at leastuntil rather recently (although

it did in, for example, chemistry). However, D.D. Kosambi
(1907–1966) was active at nearby Poona. He was at Fergusson
College from 1932 to 1946 before he moved to the Tata
Institute. He had spent a few years at Benares and at Aligarh
before 1932.

His purely mathematical work was in differential
geometry, in particular, on path spaces which are
generalisations of spaces with an affine connection. He had
studied at Harvard at both the school and the college level,
and his view of mathematics was much broader than was
common in India at the time.
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D.D. Kosambi

He also became very interested in statistics, and in
applying its methods to fields such as numismatics and
Sanskrit literature, but particularly to Indian history; these
subjects became his main interests. He isolated himself
almost completely from other mathematicians when he was
at the Tata Institute. Despite his incisive intelligence, his
influence on Indian mathematics was small.

The Indian InstituteofSciencewas founded inBangalore
by Jamshedji Tata, one of the great industrialists of India.
(Sir) C.V. Raman (1888–1970) spent some years (1933–1947)
at this Institute before moving to an institute named after
himself. Raman had resigned a civil service position to
pursue science in Calcutta. Asutosh Mookerjee appointed
him to a professorship in physics in 1917; he held the position
till 1933. It was here that he did the work in optics, partly in
collaboration with K.S. Krishnan (1898–1961), for which he

received the Nobel Prize. He and Krishnan were very active
in many of the efforts being made to improve teaching and
research in the sciences, including mathematics. It might
be added that Mookerjee was also responsible for bringing
Krishnan to Calcutta.

Another physicist who was to have a profound influence
on the development ofmathematics in India also spent some
years at the Indian Institute of Science in Bangalore. This
was Homi J. Bhabha (1909–1966). He had been working in
Cambridge with Dirac and was in India in 1939, meaning to
return to Cambridge, when the second world war broke out.
Hewent toBangalore, andwhilehewas there, he founded the
Tata Institute of Fundamental Research (TIFR) in Bombay.
Bhabha was prophetic in his recognition of the inevitability
of the development of nuclear energy. He wanted to assure
the existence of Indians sufficiently close to the cutting
edge of modern work in physics to take advantage of this
development. He also realised that this required supporting
mathematical research at the highest level. With financial
help, again, from the Tata family and from the provincial
government of Bombay, TIFR was created in 1945.

B.S. Madhava Rao
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B.S. Madhava Rao (1900–1987) spent much of his
professional life at Central College in Bangalore. His own
work was in appliedmathematics, but his view of the subject
was very enlightened and he encouraged students to work
in a wide variety of fields. He sent several of his students to
TIFR in the late fifties, some ofwhomhave done outstanding
work. When he retired, he went to the Defence Science
Organisation in Poona where he is reported to have been
exceptionally effective.

A. Narasinga Rao
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A. Narasinga Rao (1893–1967) was at Annamalai
University from 1929 to 1946. Hemoved to AndhraUniversity

* R.P. Bambah retired in 1993.
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in 1946, and to the Indian Institute of Technology at Madras
in 1951. Heworkedmainly on aspects of Euclidean geometry,
but was also interested in other fields (e.g. aerodynamics).
He did his best to encourage young mathematicians. He
was responsible for attracting Ganapathy Iyer and S.S. Pillai
to Annamalai. He was the first editor of The Mathematics
Student, a journal (founded by the Indian Mathematical
Society) to which mathematics teachers and students could
send their contributions. (He also instituted amedal, named
after himself, awarded through the Indian Mathematical
Society to outstanding young people.)

V. Ganapathy Iyer (1906–1987) too was a professor at
Annamalai. He was an excellent mathematician, and wrote
papers on many aspects of both real and complex analysis.
His best work was on the theory of entire functions; in
some of this work he applied methods from functional
analysis to spaces of entire functions. As mentioned in
connection with S.M. Shah, he was among the few in India
who understood Nevanlinna theory. Given the high level of
his accomplishments, it is rather surprising that he did not
have more of an impact on the younger generation.
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V. Ganapathy Iyer

Calcutta and Madras

Calcutta had the first, and for a long time, the most
important university in India. There was always a

strong tradition of intellectual pursuit in Bengal. The poet
Rabindranath Tagore, the botanist Jagdish Chandra Bose
and the political leader Subhash Chandra Bose all came
from Bengal. Among scientists, one of the best known is
S.N. Bose (1894–1974) who worked at Calcutta and Dacca;
K.S. Krishnan and T. Vijayaraghavan were colleagues of his
at Dacca. He was a long-standing member of the Calcutta
Mathematical Society. He is best known for his discovery
of the so-called Bose–Einstein statistics which describes the
statistical behaviour of certain types of particles. (Particles
with certain spin characteristics are now called bosons in his
honour.)

Calcutta played host to many distinguished scientists.
I have already mentioned W.H. Young, C.V. Raman, and
K.S. Krishnan who all spent fruitful years at Calcutta; there
were many others.

Of the mathematicians and statisticians who were more
permanently associated with Calcutta, I shall cite only a

few. They are: S. Mukhopadhyay (1866–1937), N.R. Sen
(1894–1963), R.N. Sen (1896–1974), P.C. Mahalanobis (1893–
1972),R.C. Bose (1901–1987), and theGermanmathematician
F.W. Levi (1887–1966).

Levi fledNaziGermanyandcame toCalcutta asprofessor
of mathematics in 1935 where he remained until 1948. He
then retired from Calcutta andmoved to the Tata Institute.

F.W. Levi
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Levi played an important
part in the acceptance of

algebra in university
curricula all over India

His influence onmathematics in India was considerable.
He introduced Indians to algebra (which used to be
called modern algebra). He was an active participant in
mathematicalmeetings. Levi played an important part in the
acceptance of algebra in university curricula all over India.

Levi seems to have been less effective when he was at the
Tata Institute (he was there only about three years); perhaps
a university milieu suited him better. He retired in the early
fifties and returned to Germany.

S. Mukhopadhyay
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SyamdasMukhopadhyaywasbrought to theuniversity in
Calcutta by Asutosh Mookerjee to organise the mathematics
department. He was clearly an independent man, and was
not much influenced by the British view of mathematics.
He wrote on the differential geometry of curves, both in
the plane and in n-space; he considered global properties
of ovals in the plane. His work was much better known
in France than at home. Hadamard is supposed to have
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had a high opinion of his work on plane curves. (Note: The
name Mukhopadhyay is derived from Sanskrit; its Bengali
equivalent is Mookerjee, with variations in its English
spelling. Thus our mathematician is referred to sometimes
as Mukherji.)

Nikhilranjan (= N.R.) Sen too was brought to Calcutta
by Asutosh Mookerjee. He worked mainly in applied
mathematics and physics (relativity, cosmogony, fluid
dynamics) but he also did useful work in potential theory
and probability. He was very helpful to younger people.

Rabindranath (= R.N.) Sen came to Calcutta in 1933. His
work was mainly on differential geometry, and especially on
parallelism.
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N.R. Sen R.N. Sen

P.C. Mahalanobis was a very influential statistician.
He did important theoretical work to which he was led by
analysing actual data obtained in the field. This connection
between theory and applicationwas important to himandhe
tried to foster the relationship in the work of his colleagues.
He did important statistical work for both the state and the
central governments.
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P.C. Mahalanobis

Mahalanobis founded the
Indian Statistical Institute in
1931

Mahalanobis founded the Indian Statistical Institute
(ISI) in 1931. He brought excellent scientists to the institute,
for instance, R.C. Bose. One of the best statisticians to come
out of ISI is C.R. Rao who was at the institute from 1944

to 1979. He then left India to go to the United States; he is
currently at Pennsylvania State University.

R.C. Bose is very well known internationally for his
work in statistics and combinatorics. He was a student of
Mukhopadhyay, and his early work reflects this influence;
it is largely on geometric questions, including hyperbolic
geometry. Mahalanobis brought him to ISI and induced him
to work on statistical questions. Bose responded by applying
geometric ideas to statistics.

Bose is perhaps most famous for having disproved a
conjecture of Euler on “mutually orthogonal latin squares” in
collaboration with his student S.S. Shrikhande (who headed
the mathematics department at the University of Bombay
during the sixties). Bose went to the United States in 1949,
where he remained till his death. He seems to have hadmore
Indian students there than in India.

R.C. Bose
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ISI produced four excellent pure mathematicians
V.S. Varadarajan, R. Ranga Rao, K.R. Parthasarathy, and
S.R.S. Varadhan. They have done impressive work on
measure theory, stochastic differential equations, and
especially on the representation theory of Lie groups. This
was done on their own initiative.

Madras has never had a centre of mathematics of
the quality of the department at Calcutta University. This
applies not only to the university itself, but also to two
other institutions meant to foster research, the Ramanujan
Institute and Matscience. I shall say something about the
first of these later. No serious work was produced at the
second until recently.

Nevertheless, there was always a strong tradition
of scholarship and learning in and around Madras.
Certainly, the best pure mathematicians to emerge in
India during the period 1900–1950, even leaving Srinivasa
Ramanujan out of consideration, came from the Province
of Madras. The men I shall now discuss are: K. Ananda
Rau (1893–1966), R. Vaidyanathaswamy (1894–1960),
T. Vijayaraghavan (1902–1955), S.S. Pillai (1901–1950), and
S. Minakshisundaram (1913–1968).

AnandaRau’s earlyworkwas done inCambridge.Hewas
a student of Hardy, and there is no mistaking the influence
of Hardy and Littlewood on this work. Ananda Rau had a
critical and independent mind and he was conscious of the
vast extent of mathematics and the lack of interest in India
in many of its branches. He knew Ramanujan in Cambridge
and spoke of him with great admiration, but without a trace
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of the mysticism or romanticism of many others. On his
return to India, he took up a position at Presidency College,
wherehe remaineduntil his retirement.Hewas in the Indian
Educational Service, andwas thus better off thanmost other
mathematicians. (The IES was abolished shortly after his
appointment.)

Ananda Rau’s first successes concerned summability
by general Dirichlet series (including power series). He
established very general “tauberian theorems” which had
resisted the efforts of some of the best analysts. One of
the methods of summation to which he contributed some
of his most original ideas, Lambert summability as it is
called, is intimately connectedwith the distribution of prime
numbers. In later years, Ananda Rau was occupied with
modular functions and the representation of integers as
sums of squares. It has always seemed tome a great pity that
neither Ramanujan nor Ananda Rau ever came into contact
with someone likeErichHeckewhen theywere young.Hecke
was amaster at combining hard analysis with the arithmetic
behaviour of modular (and automorphic) functions, exactly
the two topics central in the work of these two Indians.
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K. Ananda Rau

Ananda Rau had a strong
influence on his students.
He taught them, besides
mathematics, the value of
intellectual independence

AnandaRau’swork is of great depth andelegance.Hehad
a strong influence on his students: Vijayaraghavan, Pillai,
Ganapathy Iyer, Minakshisundaram, Chandrasekharan and
others. He taught them, besides mathematics, the value of
intellectual independence.

Vaidyanathaswamy studied in Edinburgh with
E.T. Whittaker, then visited Cambridge and worked with
the geometer, H.F. Baker. When he returned to India, he
was something very new on the scene. He was greatly
interested in “structures”. He emphasised general principles
over special results, however deep. Even in his work on
properties of plane algebraic curves, he was fascinated by
general properties of homogeneous forms and of birational

transformations. He also worked on number theory, but was
more interested in the general behaviour of multiplicative
arithmetical functions than in special properties of even the
most important among them.

Vaidyanathaswamy was the first Indian to study
mathematical logic, set theory and general topology; he even
wrote a book on this last subject. He was very influential. For
over two decades, he was themotive force behind the Indian
Mathematical Society. Even if one cannotpoint inhiswork to
individual results of the depth of those obtained by Ananda
Rau, his opening up of a different view of mathematics was
mostbeneficial.Heavoided thedangerof emptygeneralities,
just as Ananda Rau focused on special problems that would
illustrate general behaviour. He lectured on topics in pure
mathematics at the Indian Statistical Institute in Calcutta
for about two years after his retirement fromMadras.

R. Vaidyanathaswamy
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It was Ananda Rau who recognised Vijayaraghavan’s
talents; he even had to intervene to get him admitted
to Presidency College. Vijayaraghavan began to work
independently even as a student and, followingRamanujan’s
example, sent some of his work to Hardy. This led, albeit
with some delay, to his proceeding to Oxford to work with
Hardy. On his return to India, he was a colleague of André
Weil’s for about a year, taught at Dacca (near Calcutta; now
in Bangladesh) for a few years and then went to Andhra
University.

In 1949, Alagappa Chettiar created the Ramanujan
Institute in Madras, and brought Vijayaraghavan there as
Director. Based on some fairly extensive contacts with this
institute since 1954,my impressionwas that it existedmainly
as a place of work for Vijayaraghavan and his younger
colleague, C.T. Rajagopal, at least till the latter’s retirement
in 1969. Vijayaraghavan would have liked having at his
disposal the funds necessary to bring young researchers
and outside scholars to the Ramanujan Institute. In this,
he was disappointed. But he was very helpful and kind to
the students who did go to him. Thus, for well over a year,
up to the time of his death in 1955, Vijayaraghavan received
C.P. Ramanujam (about whommore later) andme regularly.
He helped us with the material we were trying to study, gave
us a few lectures, and encouraged us to work on our own.
I need hardly add that these activities were not part of his
normal duties at the Institute.

Vijayaraghavan’s work, like that of Ananda Rau, began
with an impressive theorem about summability, in this case,
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Borel summability; the theorem was suggested by work of
Ananda Rau as Vijayaraghavan himself has said. He then did
a piece of work which is typical of his abilities, disproving
a conjecture of E. Borel about the growth of solutions of
non-linear ordinary differential equations. This brought him
to the attention of the mathematical world; G.D. Birkhoff,
for example, was impressed and was instrumental in having
Vijayaraghavan invited to the United States as Visiting
Lecturer of the American Mathematical Society in 1936.

His third major investigation was the distribution of
the fractional parts of the numbers α · ξn (α and ξ being
fixed real numbers) as n → ∞. This led him very naturally
to a class of numbers which, for a short time, were called
Pisot–Vijayaraghavan numbers. The distribution is far from
being understood even now, despite major advances in
diophantine approximation.
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T. Vijayaraghavan

When Vijayaraghavan died, C.T. Rajagopal became the
director of the Ramanujan Institute. For many years, the
institute housed the library of the Indian Mathematical
Society, and Rajagopal was Librarian. Shortly before his
retirement, the Ramanujan Institute was absorbed into
the University of Madras as an Institute attached to the
Department of Mathematics.

S.S. Pillai studied with Ananda Rau. He also came into
contact with Vaidyanathaswamy, but his own inclination
was towards important specific problems and Ananda Rau’s
influence on him was the greater. He was a lecturer at
Annamalai University, and for a brief period, at Calcutta
where he went because of the interest taken in him by
F.W. Levi. He obtained a stipend from the Institute for
Advanced Study in Princeton (for the year 1950/51). He
was to go to the Institute and, from there, take part in
the International Congress of Mathematicians at Harvard.
Tragically, the plane carrying him crashed near Cairo.

The work for which Pillai will always be remembered
concerns Waring’s Problem. The question itself is easily
understood: Given an integer k ≥ 2, what is the smallest
integer g(k) with the property that every natural number n
can bewritten as a sumn = xk

1+ · · ·+xk
s of s k-th powers of

natural numbers xj with s ≤ g(k)? It is, of course, far from
obvious that this can be done at all, viz. that g(k) is finite. A
famous classical theorem of Lagrange tells us that g(2) = 4.

In 1909, David Hilbert proved the existence of g(k) for

all integers k ≥ 2. By a remarkable analytic argument,
Hilbert first proved a beautiful algebraic identity stated by
his friend A. Hurwitz; Hurwitz himself had only been able to
check this identity in a few special cases. Hilbert then added
an interpolation argument to complete the proof. Hardy
and Littlewood, using, in part, techniques introduced by
H. Weyl, brought powerful analytic methods to bear on this
problem. By improving Weyl’s techniques, I.M. Vinogradov
sharpened these results very considerably; his methods have
been central in analytic number theory since he introduced
them.

S.S. Pillai
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Pillai’s work on Waring’s
problem remains his
greatest achievement

But none of these methods enables one to actually
compute g(k). What Pillai did was to evaluate g(k), at
least when k ≥ 7; L.E. Dickson independently obtained
very similar, and perhaps slightly stronger results at about
the same time. The value depends on the behaviour of the
fractional part of (3/2)k. It should be added that the problem
is not completely solved; it is strongly suspected that the
behaviour of this fractional part is such as to produce a single
simple formula for all values of k ̸= 4, but this remains
conjectural. Further, the value of g(4) was only determined
recently (in 1986) by R. Balasubramanian, J.M. Deshouillers
and F. Dress. In principle, g(k) can now be computed for any
given value of k.

Pillai wrote many papers on the theory of numbers. Each
of them shows analytic power and originality, but his work
onWaring’s problem remains his greatest achievement.

Minakshisundaram began as a research student at
Madras University. After his doctorate, when he could
not find a job, Father Racine (about whom I shall say
something later) helped him earn a living coaching
students. Minakshisundaram was then appointed Lecturer
in Mathematical Physics at Andhra University. Thanks to
the interest taken in him by Marshall Stone, he was able
to spend a few years (1946–1948) at the Princeton Institute
for Advanced Study; he retained his position at Andhra
University during this time. When he returned to India, he
could still not find a job better suited to him. Although he
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was promoted to a professorship in Mathematical Physics,
circumstances at the university made it impossible for him
to strike out on his own. This is another clear example of
the sacrifices that were necessary in pursuing a career of
intellectual achievement in India.

Minakshisundaram’s early work, influenced by Ananda
Rau, was on the summability of Dirichlet series and
eigenfunction expansions. Then he met Fr. Racine and
M.R. Siddiqui. Siddiqui, who was in Hyderabad (some
300 miles north of Bangalore), had been a student of
Lichtenstein in Leipzig and had done good work on the
initial value problem for parabolic equations, extending
results of Lichtenstein. (He became Vice-Chancellor of the
University of the Northwest Frontier Province in Pakistan,
and later, President of the Pakistan Academy of Sciences.)
Minakshisundaram thus became interested in partial
differential equations, andwas led to study the zeta-function
associated to boundary value problems. This culminated
in his fundamental joint work with Å. Pleijel (done when
they were both in Princeton) on the eigenvalue problem for
the Laplace operator on a compact Riemann manifold. His
idea of using the heat equation in this study has proved very
fruitful and extremely powerful. It led towork of Atiyah, Bott
and Patodi on a new approach to the so-called index theorem
for elliptic operators, and is being used even today in what
has come to be known as the index theorem for families of
elliptic operators.
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S. Minakshisundaram

Minakshisundaram did quite a lot of other work. For
example, he and K. Chandrasekharan worked extensively
on subtle analytic properties of the so-called Riesz mean
and applications to multiple Fourier series. It is sad that
Minakshisundaram’s exceptional abilities did not have the
impact on Indian mathematics that they should have had.

Fr. C. Racine (1897–1976) came to India in 1937 with a
Jesuit Mission. He had studied analysis in Paris with such
people as E. Cartan and J. Hadamard. He was a friend of
many of the outstanding French mathematicians: Leray,
Weil, Delsarte, Lichnerowicz, H. Cartan and others. These
men were making fundamental discoveries; they were also
making fundamental changes in the way mathematics is
taught and learned. In fact, some of themwere in the process
of creating Bourbaki. Thus Fr. Racine came to India with a
view of mathematics completely unlike the prevailing one.
In the classroom, but especially in personal contacts outside,
he communicated this dynamic view of the subject. He sent

students interested in mathematics to the Tata Institute to
experience this kind of mathematics for themselves when
that institution was beginning to function well.

Fr. Racine was deeply committed to India. He went back
to France on his retirement as was expected of him, but
returned to Loyola College, Madras to live out his life among
the people for whom he had done so much.

Fr. C. Racine
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Fr. Racine came to India with
a view of mathematics
completely unlike the

prevailing one.
C.T. Rajagopal (1903–1978) was mentioned in

connection with Vijayaraghavan. He too was a student of
Ananda Rau. He taught at Madras Christian College just
outside the city till he went to the Ramanujan Institute
in 1951. Rajagopal’s work was almost entirely devoted to
summability and related questions in analysis, although he
wrote some papers on functions of a complex variable. In
his last years, inspired by work of K. Balagangadharan, he
became interested in the history ofmathematics inmedieval
Kerala (southwestern coastal state of India). Rajagopal’s
work, while not as deep as that of Ananda Rau, had some
outward similarity to it.

C.T. Rajagopal
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The last person from Madras I shall mention is
V. Ramaswami Aiyar (1871–1936). He did some teaching in
different colleges and then became a civil servant, but he
was a true amateur (in the French as well as the English
sense of the word) of mathematics. It was Ramaswami Aiyar
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who founded the Indian Mathematical Society in 1907, and
started publication of its Journal. He worked hard to foster
mathematical research in the country.RamaswamiAiyarwas
also the first of several Indians to recognise the exceptional
talents of Ramanujan before Ramanujan wrote to Hardy;
he tried to get modest financial support for Ramanujan to
enable him to continue his work, but in this he was only
partially successful.
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V. Ramaswami Aiyar

I have not treated Andhra University separately, but it
will undoubtedly have been remarked that several of the
mathematicians mentioned above spent some time there.
This was no accident. Andhra had two very enlightened
Vice-Chancellors in S. Radhakrishnan (the philosopher and
statesman) and his successor, C.R. Reddy. In acting to help
good scientists who were in some difficulty, they followed
the advice of C.V. Raman. At Waltair, as at Calcutta, the
qualities of the Vice-Chancellor were crucial in enhancing
those of the university. The situation in Madras illustrates
theopposite sideof the coin.But for theprejudicesof its long-
time Vice-Chancellor Lakshmanaswami Mudaliar, Madras
might well have had one of the better research departments
in mathematics in the country.

The picture of mathematics in India during 1900–1950
that I have tried to describe is the following. Indians were
gradually shaking off the effects of an outmoded system
and a narrow view of mathematics. There were a few truly
outstanding scientists, andmanymore good ones, in various
centres distributed all over India. They formed scientific
societies and published journals which formed a good outlet
for work being done in the country. These societies often
had an international membership, and foreign members
contributed papers to these journals. All this was done
under difficult circumstances; for instance, the publication
of journals was continued even when the second world war
created terrible paper shortages. The contributions of the
people I havementioned, and those of their many colleagues
whom I have not, should not be completely forgotten.

It will not have escaped the reader’s notice that all the
Indians who have been mentioned so far were men. Social
conditions in most parts of the world form one of the main
reasons that it is difficult for women to become seriously
interested in mathematics at an early age. The conditions
are even more difficult in India which has a system of
arranged marriages and near ostracism of unmarried or
divorced women and widows. Nevertheless, there have

been women mathematicians in India. S. Pankajam and
K. Padmavally are among the earliest of whom I am aware.
The former was active in the forties, the latter in the fifties.
They were both students of Vaidyanathaswamy. There have
been several women at the Tata Institute. One of the best
womenmathematicians the country has produced is Bhama
Srinivasan, who is currently at the University of Illinois at
Chicago. Her work on group representations is well known.

Bhama Srinivasan
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We come now to the Tata Institute of Fundamental
Research (TIFR). As stated earlier, the Institute was the
brainchild of H.J. Bhabha and was founded in 1945.
Originally, it received no financial support from the central
government, but this support increased gradually, and the
Institute is now financed almost entirely by the Government
of India. However the Institute continues to function with a
large degree of independence.

Bhabha brought F.W. Levi and D.D. Kosambi to Bombay;
neither of them was particularly effective there. Upon
consultation with John von Neumann, André Weil, and
Hermann Weyl, he approached K. Chandrasekharan
in Princeton to try and bring him to Bombay to develop
mathematics at TIFR. Bhabha had already heard about
Chandrasekharan several years earlier, probably from
Kosambi.

Chandrasekharan was a first rate analyst. He was a
student of both Ananda Rau and Vaidyanathaswamy; he
also came into close contact with Vijayaraghavan later. His
early work was on intuitionistic logic and on functions of
a complex variable. He then began, on his own initiative,
important work on multiple Fourier series and related
questions of analysis.

In 1944, Marshall Stone was in Madras and wanted
to meet the best young mathematicians there, and
especially Chandrasekharan and Minakshisundaram of
whom he had heard through Kosambi. With Stone’s help,
Chandrasekharan went to the Institute for Advanced Study
in Princeton. This was, for him, a turning point. Hermann
Weyl had a profound influence on himwhich, I think, would
be difficult to exaggerate. He was, in fact, Weyl’s assistant
for one year. He also met, and became friendly with, many
of the outstanding figures in the subject; I shall mention
only C.L. Siegel, A. Selberg and S.S. Chern as having had the
most powerful influence on his thinking. His mathematical
output was very extensive. He began a fruitful collaboration
with S. Bochner, with whom he studied Fourier series and
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Jawaharlal Nehru, flanked by Homi Bhabha on his right and K. Chandrasekharan on his left,
looking at the Ramanujan Notebooks published by TIFR.

transforms in several variables, and Dirichlet series.
BhabhaofferedChandrasekharan aposition at TIFRwith

the understanding that he would have Bhabha’s full support
in building up the school of mathematics. Chandrasekharan
insisted that hemust have a free hand in running the school,
and to a very large extent, he did.

The school of mathematics at TIFR was not modeled on
any existing institution, although I am sure that the Institute
in Princeton, and the vast experience of Oswald Veblen and
Hermann Weyl provided Chandrasekharan with ideas for
what the shape should be.Within a few years of his arrival at
TIFR in 1949, he managed to form a sizeable group of people
and to create a remarkable atmosphere. Let me make some
more comments on this.

Members of the school were free to learn and to
do research with no distractions (except of their own
making). There were no restrictions on the field of work,
no unfashionable subjects. This was specially important
to people newly arrived from a restrictive university
environment. These newcomers were given a stipend
sufficient to cover necessities and encouraged to test their
mettle. Theoldermembers (thosewhohadbeen there longer)
provided advice, information, and encouragement to the
newer ones. Members of the school did not have to give

lectures, nor did they have to undertake administrative
duties, unless, of course, they wanted to.

There was continuous contact with the best minds in
mathematics. Outstandingmathematicians fromall over the
world, including the Soviet Union, came regularly to TIFR
and lectured on the most diverse branches of the subject,
presenting connected accounts of topics of current interest.
These courses were written for publication by one or two
members of the school. This often led to independent work
by the “notes-takers”, and sometimes, to collaborations with
the lecturers.

Material success and advancement in TIFR followed
one’s work; it was fair and rapid, based solely on the merits
of the work done. When I joined the school of mathematics
at TIFR in 1957, the atmosphere there was heady. Nothing
seemed as important or as exciting as mathematics. New
subjects were being talked about constantly and trying to
learn them was a challenge. Listening to a colleague try out
his ideas and attempting to understand and improve on
themwas the best instruction one could have. And then there
was the excitement of working on problems oneself.

One quality of the greatest importance in a leader
of such a group is the ability to recognise significant
mathematics and important problems even in fields far
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removed fromhis ownareas of specialisation. Inmyopinion,
Chandrasekharan had this quality to an extraordinary
degree; otherwise the Institute would have been very
different.

Chandrasekharan was helped in all the work that
creating this school entailed by K.G. Ramanathan.
(Ramanathan was a number theorist who worked for a few
years with Siegel.) He made the major decisions himself, as,
for instance, the decision to organise periodic International
Colloquia on important subjects. There is little doubt that
the running of the school involved personal sacrifices on
the part of Chandrasekharan. Let me mention only the most
obvious of them. He continued to do excellent mathematics
when he was directing the school; he even broadened his
interests and began a series of papers of some importance
(in collaborationwith others) on analytic number theory. But
there can be little doubt that he would have donemuchmore
personal research if he had not spent a great deal of time on
“trivial details” so that others could work uninterrupted.
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The school of mathematics became famous
internationally. In many fields such as algebraic geometry
and complex analysis, Lie groups and discrete subgroups,
and number theory, it has produced a body of work of lasting
value.

Chandrasekharan left India for Switzerland in
September, 1965; he still lives in Zurich. Shortly after his
departure, Bhabha died in a plane crash in January, 1966. It
is my belief that the Tata Institute has been unable to absorb
the loss of its twomost visionary members, and that this has
changed the atmosphere.

The reputation of the school of mathematics of TIFR is,
of course, based on the outstanding work done by many
of its members. With one exception, I shall not try to
describe these members or their work; I do not know recent
developments and conditions at TIFR verywell, and thework
with which I am familiar would take too much space to
describe. I make an exception for C.P. Ramanujam because
his was certainly one of the most powerful mathematical
minds to emerge in India since the mid-fifties, and he was,
in many ways, a singular figure.

Ramanujam came to TIFR in 1957 with a great deal of
knowledge of deep mathematics. This would be unusual
anywhere; in India, it was indeed exceptional. He was
one of those rare people who feel completely at home
in all branches of mathematics. Thus, he understood
sophisticated analysis as deeply as he did Grothendieck’s
view of algebraic geometry which appears very abstract, but
illuminates the fundamental relation between geometry and

arithmetic. Ramanujam helped many of the people at TIFR
to understand difficult subjects. It was natural to turn to him
when one reached an impasse in one’s work.

In his shortmathematical life, Ramanujamdid some very
profound work. This included definitive solutions of well
known problems (as with his solution of Waring’s problem
for number fields) as well as the introduction of methods
and results which formed the basis of progress by others (the
Kodaira–Ramanujam vanishing theorem, characterisation
of the affine plane, …).

C.P. Ramanujam
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He was diagnosed as being schizophrenic when he was
26. This meant that the time he could devote to mathematics
in the ten years that remained to him was severely curtailed.
He collected an impressive library of books dealing with the
malady and read them carefully. He came to the conclusion
that the condition was incurable and took his own life when
he was at the height of his intellectual powers (at the age of
36 in 1974).

When Chandrasekharan left India in 1965, the state
of mathematics in India was very different from the
situation in 1950. There was substantial government support
for mathematics, not only at TIFR, but through several
other agencies as well. There was a very strong group of
mathematicians, mainly at the Tata Institute, whose work
was internationally acclaimed. Famous mathematicians
from all over the world were ready to come to India and
establish beneficial contacts.

It is hard to assess the situation today. Government
support has certainly continued and even increased; a
National Board of Mathematics exists with very substantial
financial resources and a free hand to operate all over
India. TIFR still attracts someoutstanding young talent from
throughout the country.

The colleges in India have, however, not improved very
much. The curricula today are more modern than they used
to be, but the quality of the teachers in these colleges has
not improved substantially, and this is unlikely to change as
long as they continue to be so poorly paid and to have so
much uninteresting teaching to do. Where the civil service
attracted the most talented, it is now industry, some of it
private, much of it run by government, which competes with
the lure of intellectual pursuit for the commitment of thebest
people.

It is to be hoped that these things will change
sufficiently for the future ofmathematics in India to be truly
distinguished. �
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Most people are familiar with the word
“mathematics’’ andmayuse it frequently.However,

if asked what mathematics is, they could have very different
answers. To many, mathematics is the study of numbers,
magnitudes, and the relationships between them. Those
with a little training in formal mathematics may say that
mathematics consists of rigorous deductions of theorems
from axioms. To scientists and engineers, mathematics
is a toolbox of techniques which can be used to analyze
complex real-life problems. Then there are the aesthetes, to
whom mathematics is like an art—a domain where beauty
can be discovered in its purest and most abstract form.
The truth, however, is that there is no simple, satisfactory
answer to the question of what mathematics is. Even among
mathematicians, disagreement over what constitutes good
mathematics, and how it should be done, is frequent.

Thus, to address this question, it is necessary to try and
understand the subjectmatter ofmathematics. The trouble is
thatmathematics has become so vast that it is no longer easy
for a person to get even a peripheral understanding of all its
branches. The Princeton Companion to Mathematics (henceforth
referred to as The Companion) may be viewed as a thousand-
page long answer to this question.

The Companion is a snapshot of mathematics as it
stands today, taken from the point of view of professional
mathematicians. In a little more than one thousand pages,
it undertakes to explain the background, the tools, the
branches, the achievements, and the ethos ofmathematics. It
is a carefully edited compilation of the contributions of about
130 authors. The chief editor, Timothy Gowers (University
of Cambridge) and the associate editors, June Barrow-
Green (The Open University) and Imre Leader (University
of Cambridge) have succeeded in the gargantuan task of
assembling this coherent whole from the contributions
of mathematicians who have very different styles and
perspectives.

The Companion is divided into “Parts’’, each of which
is a collection of articles. The table of contents for Part
III lists 99 major mathematical concepts, including, for
example, one-and-a-half pages on the number π, and half-
a-dozen pages on the Ricci flow. But at the heart of The
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Companion lies Part IV, on “Branches of Mathematics’’,
covering 26 branches of mathematics, each discussed in ten
to twenty pages. Each branch is surveyed by a specialist in
that area. Mathematicians who try to explain their research
to non-specialized audiences know how hard it is to give
an accessible account. Therefore, it is very impressive that
The Companion succeeds in doing exactly this for every
major active area in contemporary mathematics, without
going much beyond mathematics at the M.Sc. level. Even
without such a background, it is possible for a reader to
get some understanding of each branch of mathematics,
including themotivating problems, the important examples,
the techniques used, the connections with other areas, and
the important open problems.

The Companion is a
snapshot of mathematics as
it stands today, taken from
the point of view of
professional
mathematicians

This is followed by a Part with 35 articles on theorems
and problems, each a page or two in length. Each article
addresses either one major theorem, conjecture, open
problem, or a closely related collection. Then there is a
Part on mathematicians—all deceased, with the exception
of Nicolas Bourbaki, who is not a person but a collective
pseudonym that a group of mathematicians, mainly French,
used in their efforts to rebuild mathematics on more
abstract, rigorous foundations. This list of 96 names is
arranged in chronological order, starting with Pythagoras
and ending with Bourbaki. (Surprisingly, there is only one
Indian mathematician in this list—Srinivasa Ramanujan.)

Next appears a Part on “The Influence of Mathematics’’.
Besides the expected discussion of how mathematics
influences chemistry, biology, and technology, this section
also has articles on the influence of mathematics on music
and art. Given that modern physical theories are invariably
expressed in the language of mathematics, it is a surprise
that there is no mention of physics in this section. Perhaps
the association is so obvious that it does not need pointing
out. After all, general relativity and the Einstein equations
appear in Part IV among the branches of mathematics. On
the other hand, how mathematics is used in the analysis of
traffic in networks, which is one of the topics discussed in
Part VII, is not something that everyone is aware of.

The last Part of The Companion, titled “Final Perspectives’’,
is an eclectic collection of opinions and musings, which
cannot be characterized in any simple terms. For example,
there is an article by the late Herbert Wilf—who worked
on combinatorics and graph theory at the University of
Pennsylvania—expressing a point of view that is yet to

catch on in a large part of the mathematical community.
It is called “Mathematics: An Experimental Science’’.
Here, Wilf discusses the use of computers as an aid to
mathematical experimentation. His proselytization is all the
more convincing as it is backed upwith concrete techniques,
tools, and problems that have yielded to such attacks. He
gives, for instance, a formula for π:

π =
∞∑
i=0

1

16i

(
4

8i+ 1
− 2

8i+ 4
− 1

8i+ 5
– 1

8i+ 6

)
due to Bailey, Borwein, and Plouffe which was
experimentally “discovered” using computer programs.
Using this formula, it is possible to compute a single digit
in the hexadecimal expansion of π without computing all
the previous digits. For example, the trillionth digit of π can
be computed in less time than would conceivably be needed
to calculate the first trillion digits.

The collection of articles under the title “Advice to a
Young Mathematician’’ is a rich source of wisdom, often
expressed in lyrical language. For example, Béla Bollobas,
of whom both Tim Gowers and Imre Leader were doctoral
students, says that a career inmathematics is not something
to be embarked upon lightly:

Do mathematics only if you are passionate about
it, only if you would do it even if you had to find
the time for it a ter a full day's work in another job.
Like poetry, mathematics is not an occupation but
a vocation.

Alain Connes, a French mathematician who was a member
of Bourbaki, writes about the unity of mathematics:

Itmight be tempting at first to regardmathematics
as a collection of separate branches, such as
geometry, algebra, analysis, number theory, etc.,
where the first is dominated by the attempt to
understand the concept of “space’’, the second by
theart ofmanipulating symbols, the thirdbyaccess
to “infinity’’ and the “continuum’’ and so on. This,
however, does not do justice to one of the most
important features of the mathematical world,
namely, that it is impossible to isolate any of the
above parts from the others without depriving
them of their essence. In this way the corpus of
mathematics resembles a biological entity, which
can only survive as awhole andwhichwould perish
if separated into disjoint pieces.

Peter Sarnak, who works on analytic number theory, writes
on dealing with the serious demands that one often faces in
mathematical research:

Doing research in mathematics is frustrating and
if being frustrated is something you cannot get
used to, then mathematics may not be an ideal
occupation for you. Most of the time one is stuck,
and if this is not the case for you, theneither youare
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exceptionally talentedor youare tacklingproblems
that you knew how to solve before you started.
There is room for some work of the latter kind,
and it can be of a high quality, but most of the big
breakthroughs are earned the hardway,withmany
false steps and long periods of little progress, or
evennegativeprogress. There areways tomake this
aspect of research less unpleasant. Many people
these days work jointly, which, besides the obvious
advantage of bringing di ferent expertise to bear
on a problem, allows one to share the frustration.
For most people this is a big positive (and in
mathematics the corresponding sharing of the joy
andcredit onmakingabreakthroughhasnot, so far
at least, led tomany big fights in theway that it has
in some other areas of science).

The overall style of writing in The Companion is the
dispassionate, precise, and careful style that characterizes
most mathematical exposition these days. However, within
this constraint the editors have allowed—perhaps even
encouraged—the diverse personalities of some of the
contributors to shine through. As a result, many articles
do not just provide dry technical accounts of mathematical
topics, but also share deep perspectives which their authors

have developed after many years of immersion in their
respective subjects.

In the age of Wikipedia and omniscient internet
search engines, encyclopaedic information has little value.
Definitions, theorems, histories are easily accessible
to anyone with an internet connection. However, The
Companion goes beyond providing just information, by also
providing astute and thoughtful perspective. While even the
different contributors to The Companion may not agree upon
many mathematical issues, each of them has a point of view
that comes from a deep understanding of the subject.

The editors have succeeded
in this gargantuan task

The Companion is a valuable resource for mathematicians
whowish to understandmathematics outside their own area
of specialization. It is also theperfect reference forbeginning
postgraduate students to get a broader perspective on an
area of mathematics that they are learning about, or to get
a quick overview of a concept, an area or a theorem in
mathematics. �
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Springer Nature is one of the world’s leading global research, educational and professional publisher. A trusted 
name in mathematical publishing since 1842, Springer Nature has published over 52 Field Medalists and 186 Nobel 
Laureates. Springer Nature has an editorial office in New Delhi, where Indian book authors in mathematics and 
statistics are served by Indian in-house editors solely responsible for mathematics and statistics books. As a matter 
of course, all Indian book authors receive the same international book contract and services as all other authors 
over the world. 

Springer has recently expanded its mathematical publishing program in India by collaborating with several potential
societies and institutions and started several attractive book series and journals, besides publishing authors from 
India and the subcontinent.

Following are some book series and journals with strong editorial links to India:

Look forward to receiving your proposals!

CONTACT: Shamim Ahmad, Senior Editor, Mathematical Sciences | 7th Floor | Vijaya Building | 17 Barakhamba 
Road | New Delhi 110001 | India | tel +91 11 4575-5808, shamim.ahmad@springer.com

Book Series:

Infosys Science Foundation Series in Mathematical Sciences

Forum for Interdisciplinary Mathematics

Industrial and Applied Mathematics

Lecture Notes in Mathematics

Journals:

International Journal of Applied and Computational Mathematics

Journal of the Indian Society for Probability and Statistics

The Journal of Analysis

Indian Journal of Pure and Applied Mathematics



guidelines for submissions toBhāvanā
Bhāvanā aims to be India’s premier mathematics magazine, with a broad readership of mathematics researchers, teachers
and students in universities, colleges, and high schools, as well as the wider community interested in mathematics and its
applications. It is the membership publication of The Indian Mathematics Consortium (TIMC).

Bhāvanāwelcomes unsolicitedmanuscripts, or proposals for the same. Below are general guidelines for submissions to Bhāvanā.
Comments and suggestions from readers in the form of letters to the Editor, or otherwise, are also welcome. The editors can be
contacted at bhavana.ce@timc.org.in or individually at the e-mail addresses on the Contents page.

our readership Bhāvanā publishes articles that appeal to a very diverse audience, who could be at various stages of their
education, or pursuing diverse careers. This includes students, mathematicians employed in both academia
and industry, researchers in fields related to mathematics, and enthusiasts with a recreational interest in
mathematics.

While the print edition of Bhāvanā is sent only to associate members of TIMC, the readership is projected to
be much larger because Bhāvanā is freely accessible online at http://bhavana.timc.org.in. Many readers,
therefore, while interested in mathematics, may not be actively engaged in mathematics research.

reaching the
audience

Each article should target a large section of the diverse readership of Bhāvanā. Thus, the article should be
accessible to readers whomay not be experts in mathematics. This should be the case particularly with articles
having extensive mathematical content—only those articles of an expository nature will be carried in Bhāvanā.
Therefore, each article must contain an introduction accessible to anyone, and the key points of each article
must be clear to almost any reader.

articles in
Bhāvanā

Bhāvanā welcomes engaging articles that may fall into the following categories:
• Expositions of historical or contemporary developments in mathematics.
• Discussions of the professional aspects of mathematics, such as the practical side of conducting math-
ematical research, job opportunities, interviews with people who are mathematicians or are otherwise
of interest to a mathematical readership, and coverage of conferences and workshops.

• Aspects of mathematics education at all levels.
• Reviews of books, documentaries, movies, plays and software related to mathematics.

Articles whose content does not fall into these categories may also be submitted and will be reviewed subject
to editorial discretion.

structure of
the article

Feature article submissions, including those on mathematics, should be written in a way that confers long-
term value upon them. This can be accomplished by submissions that incorporate the following aspects into
their subject matter:

• Historical—Providing the context through a chronological thread of developments.
• Thematic—Discussing the central topic as part of a larger set of related ideas.
• Pedagogical—Including necessary mathematical preliminaries that make it self-contained.
• Applicable—Highlighting applications of “pure” or abstract topics through vivid examples, or through
connections to more concrete and easily understood ideas.

• Narrative—Binding seemingly disparate mathematical ideas together in a clear and cohesive manner.

format and
length

An article in Bhāvanā can be of six to nine pages, but can be longer on occasion. Articles on professional topics
and book reviews can be three to five pages in length. However, it should be borne in mind that shorter articles
are more likely to be read in their entirety. The first page of each article will contain 400 or 500 words, with
subsequent pages containing about 800 words per page. The page count includes space for illustrations such
as figures, photos and pullquotes, as well as allowances made for displayed equations and a bibliography.
Creative use of graphics and colour in illustrations is welcome and encouraged.

editorial
process

Considering the intended audience of Bhāvanā, any submissions that contain considerable amounts of spe-
cialist and technical language, jargon that may discourage readers, or long lists of references, may be rejected
by the editors without external review.

Articles that clear editorial review are conveyed to external referees. With suggestions from referees, the au-
thors become part of the editorial process of their submissions. This involves two-way communication with
editors to decide upon changes, and any improvements necessary, to ensure that the submission is in line
with Bhāvanā standards.



an appeal for funding Bhāvanā

In The Man Who Knew Infinity, Robert Kanigel wrote that Ramanujan can be “invoked as model, inspiration,
warning or instructive case history.’’ Indeed, Ramanujan's life is a poignant reminder of the untold diamonds in
the rough that are lost due to various issues that plague our education system.

Easy access to quality mathematical content is a losing battle fought by many in India even today. Journals
quench the curiosity of postgraduate degree holders and researchers in mathematics. Several magazines
cater almost exclusively to school-level, and occasionally, college mathematics. This has le t a yawning gap
inmathematical coverage and exposition, where precious little content is available as a bridge between ideas
presented in a pedagogicalmathematics textbook and results published in a journal.

It is precisely here that Bhāvanā steps in. It was founded as a part of the vision of TIMC, a consortium of several
mathematics organizations in India, guided by anAdvisory Committee of eminentmathematicians from India
and abroad. TIMC's larger mission is to unleash the latent mathematical talent in India. Bhāvanā is an integral
part of this mission, with a dedicated and driven team of editors working to provide content that serves the
varying needs of aspiring, practicing and hobbyistmathematicians alike.

Inamathematicalworldthat is increasingly loodedwithresearch journals thatpublisharticles fewerandfewer
people read, Bhāvanā is a badly needed idea. To give an example, one might have heard that Ramanujan's
work in number theory also enlightens us about the thermodynamics of black holes. What are the inner
workingsof themathematical ideas thatmake sucha connectionpossible? Byworkingwith contributions from
mathematicians, our editorial teamshall providewidely readable expositionson topics that otherwise liveonly
in theworld of research journals.

Bhāvanā seeks to address another issue that o ten faces students—howdoes an individual idea, or a particular
theorem, fit into a bigger jigsaw puzzle comprising equally hazily understood parts? Historical articles provide
a perspective on such questions by documenting the origins of these ideas and their creators, and wherever
possible, interviewing key figures in their development.

However, this is not the only history that Bhāvanā seeks to document.

RoddamNarasimha, anoted scientist andPadmaVibhushanawardee, has said that “...our youtharehungry for
asensibleknowledgeofourpast,butaredeniedanopportunity toacquire itbyamarvellouseducational system
that shuns history in science curricula, and by the paucity of attractive but reliable accounts of the fascinating
history of Indic ideas.Our academies, universities,museumsandother institutionsneed tomake suchaproject
a national mission. Anything less would be irrational blindness to a unique legacy.’’ This is a mission that
Bhāvanā is uniquely suited to carry forward, due to its editorial process of anonymous peer review by historians
andmathematicians, to ensure that everymathematical andhistorical claim in its articles is thoroughly vetted.

Through 2017, Bhāvanā will carry thematic issues that explore the connections between mathematics and
engineering, physics, statistics and computer science. In doing so, Bhāvanā will bring together mathematics
and its allied areas under a single publication. In due course,wewould like to see thatBhāvanā appears in other
Indian languages too.

All of this makes the ambit and ambition of Bhāvanā unprecedented in India. On behalf of the vast student
population of India, and the entire Indianmathematics community, we need your help in a big way.

Wehumbly solicitdonations,ofat least | 1000, fromboth interested individualsandorganizations tomeetour
rather demanding recurring expenses. For more details on how to support and contribute to Bhāvanā, contact
us at funding.bhavana@timc.org.in.

mailto:funding.bhavana@timc.org.in
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